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Abstract  

The ATLAS Experiment New Small Wheel will be installed at Point 1 of the LHC in Geneva in 2017. 

It has a vast array of detectors and triggers, yet due to its size and delicate nature, special attention needs 

to be given to the installation procedures and equipment. This dissertation entails the design of the NSW 

installation tooling as well as the procedure of optimising such a tooling with Finite Element Analysis. 

The NSW detector design team work simultaneously with the engineering and services team which 

results in constantly changing design specifications. A procedure has been explored to account for this 

frequent change to adapt the design in an efficient manner. The overall tooling is made up of the main 

tooling beam, the counter weight assembly, the rotating and locking head and the sector grabber frames. 

Focus is also given to the optimisation via Finite Element Analysis using ANSYS Mechanical. This 

covers the structural integrity of the entire tooling as well as weight minimisation. In addition a detailed 

study explores the effects of stress relief grooves on a stepped shaft.  
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Chapter: 1 Introduction 

The purpose of an installation tooling is to manipulate a particular component into a position and would 

require specific orientation. The New Small Wheel (NSW) of the ATLAS Experiment collider requires 

such a tooling in order to carry out its sector assembly. The ATLAS Experiment (ATLAS Collaboration, 

2008) is a 7000 ton cylindrical particle collision detector that spans 44 m with a diameter of 22 m. It is 

one of 4 colliders on the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) 27 km loop (Bini, 2013). In order to detect 

particle dispersion upon collision, the detector is designed with a combination of cylindrical and end 

cap configurations. This allows a near complete three dimension capture volume in all directions from 

the central collision point. The cylindrical layers of detectors track the radial trajectories, while the end 

cap detectors track the more axially biased paths. The NSWs form part of the inner end cap muon 

detectors and are therefore disc like in shape as seen in Figure 1-1.  

 

Figure 1-1. The ATLAS Experiment with Small Wheel visible (Bini, 2013). 

Muons are sub-atomic particles sometimes created during proton-proton collisions. The muon requires 

a specific type of detector to record its path as it travels away from the collision point at the centre of 

the collider. The muons are detected in the end caps by means of small Thin Gap Chambers (sTGC) 

and MicroMegas (MM) (ATLAS Collaboration, 2013).  
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The NSW, positioned at the central most muon detector in Figure 1-1, comprises simplified sectors in 

a triangular shape to form the wheel. There are two offset layers of these sectors in order to capture 

areas in between the sectors of the first layer as shown in Figure 1-1. This ensures a complete area of 

detection along the wheel as one layer detects trajectories in the gaps left by the other layer. The layer 

closest to the centre is made up of small sectors (SS). These sectors, as the name mentions, are smaller 

in size than the sectors in the layer that surrounds it, the large sectors (LS). Both sectors share the same 

detector make up, but the shapes and sizes are different (Ponsot, 2014).  

In order to assemble these sectors on the NSW structure, there is a need for a specialised installation 

tooling. An example of a sector installation tooling would be the Wisconsin Tooling previously used at 

CERN as seen in Figure 1-2. 

 

Figure 1-2. Wisconsin Tooling with chamber grabber (Cattai, et al., 2014). 

The exact design specifications of the NSW sectors change as the design of the sector physics are 

optimised. The engineering team that designs the mechanical structures, services and toolings therefore 

need to account for these changes until the physics-based design is finalised. A project on a large scale 

such as the NSW therefore poses a unique working environment for engineering design where 

requirements are altered frequently. Such projects are common among the various improvements and 

upgrades at CERN.  

Since CERN is a large centre for nuclear research in Europe, there are various protocols with regards 

to engineering principles and standards that have to be adhered to. CERN also has a particular list of 
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supported software for design purposes to ensure literacy amongst all personnel. The primary software 

for mechanical simulations used at CERN is ANSYS R15.0 Workbench: Mechanical. This allows 

various simulations using Finite Element Analysis (FEA) to determine mechanical results from various 

loads such as pressure, force and thermal gradients.  

For complex geometries and force profiles where calculations are not always linear it offers accuracy 

and efficiency far greater than that of conventional hand calculations. The majority of the simulation 

and optimisation procedures in this dissertation utilises finite element analysis via ANSYS. 

 

This dissertation is made up of seven chapters that further portray the research conducted towards the 

design and analysis of a suitable sector installation tooling as per the requirements in chapter 3.1.  

Chapter 2 is the literature survey which gives the necessary background information and history 

regarding the NSW sectors, previous tooling and fundamentals of FEA. It serves to familiarise the 

reader with the fundamental concepts upon which the dissertation is based.  

Chapter 3, Design approach, describes the particular design approach that the author carried out by 

analysing the design functional and system requirements. This includes the design methodology and 

analysis of previously manufactured installation toolings.  

Chapter 4, Tooling concept generation, shows the initial tooling conceptual designs and specifically 

describes the logical process and points of optimisation for the various design problems presented in 

the requirements for the new tooling.  

Chapter 5 forms the final design and simulation section of the dissertation. This chapter contains the 

detailed procedures and results of the FEA carried out as well as the various programs written to 

optimise the design process itself.   

Chapter 6 is a complete evaluation of the final design and discussion regarding the significant 

improvements made over the previous tooling as well as the unique FEA methods used for specialised 

simulations. Special mention is also made about the future manufacture of the tooling and practical 

testing that can be carried out. 

Chapter 7 concludes the dissertation by highlighting the key points of the various designs, procedures 

and methods of optimisation developed through the work. 
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Chapter: 2 Literature Survey 

To initiate the study a detailed literature survey was conducted. This allowed for the required 

background understanding and evaluation of work requirements, details of the design conditions and 

theory of the FEA solver. 

2.1 New Small Wheel 

The NSW is made up of 2 layers of sectors. The first layer is made up of 8 Large Sectors (LS) that are 

positioned in a circular pattern around a central hub. The second layer is made up of 8 Small Sectors 

(SS) that are also positioned in a circular pattern, but with a 22.5° rotation about the central axis with 

respect to the vertical. This acts to position the second layer of sectors directly in the gaps left by the 

first layer of sectors. Figure 2-1 shows the Small and Large sectors on the present Small Wheel assembly 

(Ponsot, 2014). 

 

Figure 2-1. Present Small Wheel assembly and shielding (Ponsot & Spigo, 2015). 

The small sectors are attached via kinematic mounts to SS spokes. These spokes connect to both the JD 

shielding and JD Plug. The large sectors connect to similar LS spokes. These spokes connect to the SS 

spokes in addition to the JD Plug. Since the Small and Large sectors act to exert a cantilevered load on 

the JD Plug, the SS spoke area of the wheel is supported by two modified Foot spokes. These spokes 

provide structural support to the JD Plug as well as a means for the Small sectors in that area to connect 

to. Figure 2-2 shows the intended assembly procedure whereby SS spokes and Foot spokes are first 

JD 
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attached (1) to JD followed by the Small sectors (2). The LS spokes are then installed (3). The last step 

involves installing the large sectors to the assembly (4). 

 

Figure 2-2. NSW assembly sequence (Ponsot, 2014). 

2.1.1 Large sector 

The LS comprises various layers of detectors. It has an aluminium spacer frame centre that behaves as 

the main structural member of the sector. MicroMega detectors are then bolted onto either side of the 

spacer frame. The sTGC detectors are then attached by means of four kinematic mounts to the spacer 

frame as seen in Figure 2-3 (also see Figure 2-7). These kinematic mounts allow for the sTGC layers to 

be aligned to one another (Ponsot, 2014). 

1 2

1 

3 4 
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Figure 2-3. Make up of NSW sectors (Ponsot & Spigo, 2015). 

The LS weighs 1450 kg and this weight is evenly distributed throughout its volume; constant density 

can be assumed. The LS has a height of 3725 mm and a maximum width of 2376 mm. A fully assembled 

LS is 404 mm thick from sTGC frame-to-sTGC frame. The shape of a LS is shown in Figure 2-4 

(Ciapetti & Spigo, 2014). 

 

 

Figure 2-4. Front view of the NSW large sector (Ciapetti & Ponsot, 2015). 

Kinematic mount 
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2.1.2 Small sector 

The SS shares the same layer composition and therefore has the same thickness as the LS, however with 

different frontal dimensions. The SS is also 3725 mm high, yet its maximum width is only 1785 mm. 

The SS weighs 1100 kg as a result and is also assumed to have constant density throughout its volume. 

The SS has a simpler triangular shape as seen in Figure 2-5 (Ciapetti & Spigo, 2014). 

 

Figure 2-5. Front view of the NSW Small sector (Ciapetti & Ponsot, 2015). 

2.1.3 Foot spoke 

The Foot spoke is a modified small spoke that has a mount to the ground. The purpose of this is to 

support the cantilevered hub of the NSW as both the Large and Small sector layers attach to the hub. 

There are two Foot spokes per NSW. All standard Small spokes are made completely of aluminium, 

but since the Foot spokes need to support the additional weight, certain profiles are manufactured from 

316L stainless steel. The reason for using this particular grade of stainless steel is its non-magnetic 

properties, so that it will not interfere with the magnet systems of the detector or alter particle paths. 

The Foot spoke weighs 1000 kg and is asymmetrical unlike the standard spoke. In addition to supporting 

the hub and providing an interface for the Small sectors to mount on, the Foot spoke also holds an 

alignment bar used to adjust sectors when the wheel is assembled. Each Foot spoke has the alignment 

bar mounted at different positions, therefore the COG of each spoke is not the same. Figure 2-6 shows 

the left Foot spoke viewed from the outside of the collider (Ciapetti, et al., 2015). 
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Figure 2-6. Foot spoke of NSW (Ciapetti & Ponsot, 2015). 

2.1.4 Kinematic mounts for large and small sectors: 

The large and small sectors connect to their respective spokes by means of kinematic mounts. The sTGC 

modules also connect to the sector spacer frame by means of kinematic mounts. There are 3 types of 

mounts for each sector; a spherical fixed joint, a guide and a fork. Depending on the sector’s orientation, 

the kinematic joints will be placed at varying positions for the most appropriate weight distribution and 

adjustment access. The use of these kinematic mounts allow for the necessary translation of each sector 

with a fine enough resolution to make appropriate alignments. Figure 2-7 shows the three different types 

of kinematic joints used (Cattai, et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 2-7. Kinematic joints used for sector and sTGC mounting and alignment (Cattai, et al., 2014). 
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2.2 Installation Tooling 

2.2.1 Types of installation toolings 

The assembly site for the NSW, Building 191 at the Meyrin site of CERN has a large 140 ton overhead 

crane and a smooth concrete floor. This leaves two possibilities for the nature of the installation tooling 

design. The tooling can either be hoisted or made to travel along the ground (Ponsot & Spigo, 2015).  

A hoisted tooling would need a counter weight and a central beam about which the tooling can be 

balanced about the hoist point as shown in Figure 2-8 (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

 

Figure 2-8. Balanced hoist tooling (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

A floor based tooling can take the form of a modified forklift with a jib interface. Here the actual forklift 

is used as the counter weight and can accommodate a large range of component masses. Figure 2-9 

shows a conventional forklift with a bolt-on jib attachment (BAHRNS, 2010).   

 

Figure 2-9. Forklift with Jib attachment (BAHRNS, 2010). 

2.2.2 Wisconsin Tooling 

The Wisconsin Tooling is the current installation tooling used for sectors, wedges and chambers for the 

ATLAS and CMS experiments. It was designed, manufactured and tested in 2001 by the University of 

Wisconsin in Madison Wisconsin USA, from which it gets its name.  The Wisconsin Tooling is a hoist 

type tooling that utilises an overhead crane for operation. Its functional features include counter balance 

adjustment for various weights, sector rotation and sector centre-of-gravity translation adjustment. This 
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allows a wide range of components to be installed within its maximum weight range of 400 kg. Figure 

2-10 shows the Wisconsin Tooling installing a gas chamber in the CMS assembly (University of 

Wisconsin, 2001).   

 

Figure 2-10. Wisconsin Tooling installing sector on CMS (Ponsot, 2014). 

The Wisconsin Tooling has become a beneficial asset to CERN due its robustness and versatility. It set 

the benchmark for many other fixed weight toolings that were designed for specialised environments at 

CERN.  

 Technical details and review of the Wisconsin Tooling occurs in Chapter 3 of this dissertation. 

2.3 The Finite Element Analysis (FEA) procedure 

Finite Element Analysis, as described in the Engineering Computational Methods notes prepared by 

Jean Pitot in 2011, is a particular branch of computational analysis that specifically deals with 

simulating mechanical and thermal stresses that components experience when under a particular load. 

FEA has become increasingly important as it offers a way to accurately find solutions to problems that 

may not have linear analytical solutions and to a degree of accuracy that is often not feasible by 

experimental or analytical approaches (Pitot, 2011). In addition it offers greater flexibility and 

efficiency than experimental methods and has become accepted and often a legal requirement for 

engineering design.  
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The basic principle of computational analysis is commonly explained by the black box. The black box 

orders the various components of computational analysis. The first component is the mathematical 

models which are an assemblage of governing equations which define the physical parameters of the 

problem at hand. The next component is the numerical methods that solve these mathematical models 

by providing solutions. Lastly are the hardware and software components which offer the computing 

ability and protocol or instructions to carry out the calculations respectively. Figure 2-11 show a simple 

schematic of how these components are utilised to achieve the desired results (Pitot, 2011). 

 

Figure 2-11. Basic schematic of the Black Box (Pitot, 2011). 

The software utilised to conduct the FEA in this dissertation is ANSYS Workbench R15.0. ANSYS 

Mechanical provides a FEA package that makes use of the Finite Element Method.  

2.3.1 Discretisation 

Discretisation is the concept that represents a continuous function by a number of discrete points that 

can be achieved analytically. Discretisation only gives solutions at certain points in the domain and can 

therefore be used to approximate a continuous function. Figure 2-12 gives a graphical representation of 

discretisation. The function f(x) is the continuous solution to an arbitrary stress calculation and f’(x) is 

the discretised function. x1, xi and xn all show discrete points. xi corresponds to yi’ at the discrete point 

and to yi on the continuous function (Pitot, 2011). 
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Figure 2-12. Graph showing visual representation of discretisation (Pitot, 2011). 

Discretisation is the fundamental principle of how computational analysis can solve a complex problem 

in small and simple discrete steps.  

2.3.2 Finite Elements 

In order to run the mathematical models and equations on the component, the component geometry 

must first be divided into small and roughly homogenous elements (discrete points) as mentioned. This 

is done so that a component of complex geometry can be broken down into simple shapes therefore 

making the processing of calculations on each element simpler to complete and more accurate. A 

general rule is that the finer the mesh or element density, the greater degree of accuracy. This however 

is proportional to computational time. The finer the mesh, the greater the processing time due to the 

greater number of calculations that need to be done. There is a point where a critical mesh density is 

reached; any finer will not improve the result accuracy. This point is called the mesh independence 

point. It is the optimum way that a model should be run to ensure the greatest accuracy at the best 

available computational efficiency. Figure 2-13 shows a visual description of mesh independence (Pitot, 

2011). 
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Figure 2-13. Approaching the point of mesh independence (Pitot, 2011). 

2.3.3 Governing equations for computational solid mechanics 

The governing equations allow the behaviour of a component in response to a load to be monitored. 

The three points of interest for FEA are usually displacement, stress and strain. To obtain these results 

there are three main governing equations that are used namely; the equilibrium equation, the 

compatibility equation and the constitutive equation (Pitot, 2011). 

The equilibrium equation is expressed by: 

 div{σ}+{F} = ρ{ü} (1) 

From the equation div is the divergence operator, {σ} is the stress tensor for normal and shear stresses, 

{F} is the force vector, ρ is the density of the material and {ü} is the second derivative of the 

displacement with respect to time, therefore the acceleration vector. The equilibrium equation is a form 

of Newton’s second law. The equilibrium equation serves to balance the forces experienced by the body 

by summing the internal and body forces to obtain the inertial force. 

The compatibility equation is expressed by: 

 {ε} = 
1

2
(grad{u} + (𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑{𝑢})𝑇) (2) 

In this equation {ε} is the strain tensor and grad is the gradient operator on the displacement vector {u} 

which accounts for displacements in both the translational and rotational directions. The purpose of the 

compatibility equation is to determine strains experienced by the volume by means of the change of 

displacements. 

The constitutive equation is expressed by: 

 {σ} = [C] {ε} (3) 
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The term [C] is the stiffness matrix that contains the relevant elastic and shear moduli. The stress 

tensor of the constitutive equation is common with the equilibrium equation and strain is common 

with the compatibility equation. The constitutive equation is also known as Hooke’s Law. The 

purpose of this equation is to determine the stresses induced in the volume based on the stain tensor 

and the stiffness matrix. The term [C] is Young’s Modulus term and therefore this can only apply for 

the linear elastic region of materials. 

These equations feed directly into the finite element method (FEM). A complex geometry volume is 

discretised into elements and governing equations are applied to each individual element. Each 

element has a node its corners. These nodes each have their own displacement vectors for the six 

degrees of freedom; three directions of translation and three directions of rotation. Figure 2-14 shows 

the node of a 2D element with the displacement vector (Pitot, 2011). 

 

Figure 2-14. Displacement vector {u} of a node (Pitot, 2011). 

The interaction of an element with other nodes is given by an expression known as the Elemental 

equation: 

 [k]e[{u}e = {f}e (4) 

This is a form of the Equilibrium equation, specifically one describing a spring experiencing an 

external force. The term [k] is the elemental stiffness matrix derived from the element geometry and 

material properties. {f}e is the elemental load vector and {u}e is the elemental displacement vector 

which shows the movement of the nodes in response to an applied load. The displacement vector is 

the unknown of the equation. 

The elemental stiffness and load vectors are then assembled to form a global stiffness and load vector 

denoted by: 

 [K]{u} = {F} (5) 

Each individual element is therefore linked together by common nodes to achieve the global mesh as 

seen in Figure 2-15 (Pitot, 2011). 
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Figure 2-15. Assemblage of elemental equations to achieve global equation (Pitot, 2011). 

The final step is applying the constraints or boundary conditions which acts to restrict a type of 

movement of certain nodes. This must allow the equations to be calculated without rigid body motion, 

an otherwise result of an under-constrained body. Figure 2-16 shows a body with a boundary condition 

and load applied denoted by arrows. 

 

Figure 2-16. Global matrix with load and constraint (Pitot, 2011). 

Once these actions are complete the global equation can be solved to determine the individual nodal 

displacements. Based on these displacements the relevant governing equations can be used to determine 

the element stresses and strains. 

2.4 Nonlinear FEA 

A simulation model is said to be nonlinear if the loading causes significant changes in stiffness. There 

are three main reasons that stiffness changes and causes nonlinearities: A body experiences large 

geometric deformation, the material is stressed beyond its linear elastic region and if loading causes 

bodies to come into contact with each other. In a nonlinear analysis where one or more of these cases 

are present, the response cannot be calculated directly with the linear equations. They can however be 

analysed by using iterative series of linear approximations with corrective terms (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 

2.4.1 Newton-Raphson Method 

The Newton-Raphson method is an iterative process used by ANSYS Mechanical to compute nonlinear 

analyses (ANSYS Inc, 2013). Each iterative step performed is known as an equilibrium iteration. Figure 

2-17 shows a full Newton-Raphson iterative analysis for an increment of a load; it shows four iterations. 
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The relationship between the load F and displacement x, the dotted line, is not known beforehand. For 

the Newton-Raphson method, the total load Fa is applied in the first iteration. This results in a 

displacement of x1. Based on the displacements, the internal force F1 can be calculated. If Fa ≠ F1 then 

the system is not in equilibrium and a new stiffness matrix is calculated based on the conditions and 

represented by the dotted line. The difference between Fa and F1 is called the residual. The residual 

must be acceptably small enough before the solution is said to be converged. The process is repeated 

until an iteration will give a small enough residual at which point the system is in equilibrium and 

converges (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 

 

Figure 2-17. Newton-Raphson iteration of load increment (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 

2.4.2 Radius of convergence 

The Newton-Raphson method will not always converge. For a solution to converge, the starting 

configuration must lie within the radius of convergence. The radius of convergence is best understood 

visually as in Figure 2-18 . If the initial configuration is too far from the real solution, the calculated 

solution will diverge. If however the initial configuration starts within the radius of converge, the 

calculated solution will approach the real solution after iterations that factor in the residuals (ANSYS 

Inc, 2013). 
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Figure 2-18. The radius of convergence around real solution (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 

ANSYS Mechanical uses two tools to aid the initial configuration in falling within the radius of 

convergence. The first method is to apply the load in increments which effectively moves the target 

closer. Another method utilises convergence-enhancement tools which act to enlarge the radius of 

convergence, hence making the initial configuration more likely to lie inside it (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 

2.5 Basic overview of ANSYS Workbench and ANSYS Mechanical 

ANSYS 15 was utilised to conduct the FEA for the components in this dissertation. There are three 

main environments with the ANSYS package that are used for these simulations. 

2.5.1 Workbench layout 

The Workbench environment of ANSYS is the graphic interface where the particular type of simulation 

is configured. CAD models are imported at this point and materials properties can be assigned. This 

allows relevant strengths, densities and fatigue cycle properties from the ANSYS Material library to be 

selected. Most of the functions in this environment are geared towards user friendliness and therefore 

incorporates many drag-and-drop interfaces. Figure 2-19 shows an example of an ANSYS Workbench 

with a number of static simulations open. A significant feature of the Workbench is that it allows the 

user to link results, models and constraints from one simulation directly into another. This leads to 

streamlined analyses without having to repeat the time intensive setup of a common model or desired 

result. This is seen by the arrow that feeds from one simulation block into another (Sciuccati, 2015).  
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Figure 2-19. ANSYS R15.0 Workbench layout. 

2.5.2 Design Modeller 

ANSYS has a built in CAD modelling and editing environment called Design Modeller (DM). The DM 

environment can be used to develop the CAD models for simulation, however complex geometry can 

be quite challenging compared to other standalone CAD packages like Autodesk Inventor or 

Solidworks. The DM is usually used for tweaking imported models as certain simulations need 

preparation for specialised cases. The DM has specific editing tools that are not common on the stand 

alone packages for these cases and is therefore an important environment. A benefit of using the DM is 

that all references and coordinates appear precisely, once the Mechanical environment is entered, which 

is not always the case when an external model is imported. Figure 2-20 shows the basic DM layout. 

 

Figure 2-20. ANSYS R15.0 Design Modeller layout. 
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2.5.3 Mechanical layout 

The ANSYS Mechanical environment is where the model is setup. Here individual material properties 

are applied to parts. Bodies are meshed and boundary conditions in the forms of fixtures or loads are 

applied sequentially. When model is ready to be simulated, an execution function sends the model data 

to the solver. During the solving process the convergence can be monitored and minor adjustment can 

be made on the run. Once the solving process is complete, the results are returned to the Mechanical 

environment. Here particular types of stresses, strains, displacements and other factors can be examined. 

The bottom window of the environment displays all messages of the model status and will return any 

errors or failures. Figure 2-21 shows the basic Mechanical layout with the project tree in the left pane. 

 

Figure 2-21. ANSYS R15.0 Mechanical layout. 

 

2.5.4 ANSYS Solvers 

The solver is responsible for extracting that material, elements, loads and boundary conditions from the 

model environments and carrying out the actual calculations. Here it will apply the relevant calculation 

either directly or iteratively, depending on whether the analysis is linear or nonlinear, and then feed the 

information back into the model environment to be displayed as results. ANSYS makes uses of two 

types of solvers namely the Direct Sparse Solver (DSS) and the Preconditioned Conjugate Gradient 

Solver (PCG) also known as the Iterative solver. These form a reference as to which method is used to 

build each stiffness matrix for every Newton-Raphson iteration (ANSYS Inc, 2013). 
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The DSS is more robust and generally selected for complex nonlinear models and specifically for non-

continuum type elements. This solver is therefore quite computationally expensive. 

The PCG (Iterative) solver is far more efficient than the DSS with regards to run time and computational 

resources and is therefore normally used for models that do not exceed the linear elastic region. 

ANSYS Mechanical has the ability to automatically select which solver would be most suitable, 

however manual selection of a solver guarantees accurate results when the degree of nonlinearity is 

known. 

2.6 Stress relief grooves 

Stress concentrations occur in various areas of component design. These are often in the form of holes, 

notches and shoulders. A stress concentration can arise from either a sharp point or edge of one part 

coming into contact with another or a sudden change in a component geometry. Figure 2-22 shows a 

shaft experiencing a bending load. The shoulder is a sudden change in geometry and therefore it is seen 

that the force lines bend from the smaller diameter section to the larger diameter section. The force lines 

bunch closer at the shoulder and therefore the stresses increase at this point (Peterson, 1953) (Spigo, 

2015). 

 

Figure 2-22. Force flow lines through a shaft shoulder (Schwalb, 2014). 

A common method of alleviating such concentrations is the inclusion of a gradual radius at the point of 

sudden change. This gradual change allows the force lines to transition from one diameter to the other 

without a large degree of bunching (Spigo, 2015). Figure 2-23 shows how a radius on a shaft allows the 

flow lines to transition without as much bunching as Figure 2-22. The radius allows more material at 

the step point through which flow lines can travel (Peterson, 1953). 
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Figure 2-23. Force flow lines through shaft with radius at step (Schwalb, 2014). 

In severe cases of loading a simple radius may not be sufficient in lowering the stresses to an acceptable 

level. For these cases another type of mechanism called stress relief grooves can be implemented. Stress 

relief grooves differ from the principle of reducing stress from introducing a radius. Instead of 

introducing more material to allow flow lines to travel through, material is removed in a particular 

fashion to curb flow lines away from a point of bunching. Figure 2-24 shows a comparison between a 

standard shaft shoulder and a grooved shaft. The force flow lines behave in a similar fashion to the shaft 

with a radius, except here material was removed. By choosing the optimum shape, size and position of 

the stress relief groove, the peak stresses can be significantly decreased (Schwalb, 2014). 

 

Figure 2-24. Stress relief groove effect on force flow lines (Schwalb, 2014). 

2.7 Mechanical design philosophy 

2.7.1 Euro-code compliance 

All structures, machinery and design based components manufactured for use at CERN need to comply 

with the European Committee of Standardization rules (Ponsot & Spigo, 2015). These rules, called 

Eurocode, are harmonized standards for a broad range of engineering applications to ensure safety and 

longevity of manufactured components. The particular Eurocodes adhered to in this dissertation for the 

NSW Installation Tooling are standards EN1993.1.8.2005 - Design of Joints, EN1993.1.11.2006 - 

Design of Structures with Tension Components and EN1993.1.12.2007 – General Rules for High 
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Strength Steels. These standards all form part of Eurocode 3 (European Commitee for Standardization, 

2005). 

2.7.2 ATLAS Good Practice 

CERN adheres to standards in addition to the Eurocode (Ponsot & Ciapetti, 2015). Specifically with 

cranes and lifting equipment, compliance with the relevant British Standards (BS) must be met, set by 

the British Standards Institution (BSI). CERN have specially prepared documents by Association 

Française de Normalisation (AFNOR) with the exact BS that have been adopted for the organisation’s 

good practice protocols. The particular standard adhered to in this dissertation for the compliance of the 

NSW Installation Tooling is BS EN 13155:2003+A2, amended August 2003, titled Cranes – Safety – 

Non-fixed load lifting attachments. The most significant aspect of this standard towards the design was 

adherence to section 5.1.1.1 for mechanical load bearing parts. This section states that all load bearing 

parts of the design must have a safety factor of at least 2 before permanent deformation. Figure 2-25 

shows an extract of the particular standard stating the safety factor (The British Standard Institution, 

2010). 

 

Figure 2-25. Section 5.1.1 of BS EN 13155:2003+A2 (The British Standard Institution, 2010). 
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Chapter: 3 Design approach 

This chapter describes the structured method in which the design process was carried out for the NSW 

Installation Tooling. The first step was to understand the functional requirements and system constraints 

as per initial design brief from ATLAS Technical Coordination. The previous installation tooling was 

then analysed to learn its principle of operation, effectiveness and areas that could be improved. Lastly 

the overall design methodology was presented showing the step-by-step procedure of how decisions 

was carried out.  

Since the design of the actual NSW sectors was finalised simultaneously with the design of mechanical 

toolings and structures, an ongoing change of design requirements must be anticipated.  

3.1 Functional requirements and system constraints  

The functional requirements for the NSW installation tooling is as follows as per design brief (Ponsot 

& Spigo, 2015): 

- Attach to small and large sectors by means of a small and large grabber from storage tooling, 

without interference 

- Attach to foot spoke by means of a dedicated foot spoke grabber from storage tooling 

- Adjust the centre of gravity of the tooling to compensate for a crane lift of various weighted 

sectors, spokes or grabbers 

- Adjust the orientation of each sector or spoke by allowing rotation at the grabber’s centre 

- Adjust the centre of gravity of the sectors and foot spoke to allow for free rotation by hand 

- Rotate each sector or spoke to correspond to their individual installation orientations 

- Transport the sector or spoke to its position on the NSW structure and JD disk 

- Adjust the crane hook balance to remove the tooling after sector or spoke has been installed to 

avoid uncontrolled tooling behaviour  

- Must be storable on a suitable support structure 

The set of system constraints as per design brief (Ponsot & Spigo, 2015): 

- The materials of manufacture must withstand the NSW assembly operation period without 

structural failure due to varying loads, thermal effects and humidity in the assembly and storage 

areas 

- The envelope of the tooling should not violate relevant system envelopes, thus preventing 

interference with other parts of the NSW assembly or surrounding environment 

- All sector and spoke grabber positions should be suitable for all steps of installation and logistic 

procedures 
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- Tooling must comply with the European norms of EN – 13155 which requires a CE certification 

manual 

The design description requires a versatile installation like the Wisconsin Tooling, but for a suitable 

capacity for the NSW components. The approach would be to develop a concept that addresses this 

change as well as improve any limitations of the Wisconsin Tooling concept of operation.  

3.2 Review of existing design 

The Wisconsin Tooling has many traits and features that have made it successful at carrying out the 

tasks it was designed for. It was therefore essential to study its design to see what aspects of it could be 

incorporated, improved and replaced for the new installation tooling. 

3.2.1 Layout of Wisconsin Tooling 

The Wisconsin Tooling is made up of 4 main sections; the rotating head, the main stationary beam, the 

moving hoist beam and the counter weight assembly. Each section is connected to each other in unique 

ways for functional purposes as seen in Figure 3-1. The rotating head assembly is connected to the 

stationary beam by means of a trunnion assembly. This allows the rotating head, and by extension the 

grabber and sector/chamber, to be rotatable through 360° relative to the rest of the tooling. The counter 

weight assembly is directly bolted onto the main stationary beam by friction bolts and restricting collars. 

This ensures the counter weight slices will not slide or move in any way relative to the main beam. The 

hoist beam is connected to the main beam by linear guides. This allows them to slide relative to each 

other along their lengths. This movement is critical to the counter balance adjustment of the entire 

tooling. 

 

Figure 3-1. Wisconsin Tooling Setup showing (a) the rotating head, (b) the main beam and (c) the counter weight assembly 

(University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

(a) 

(c) 

(b) 
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3.2.2 Principle of operation 

The tooling is designed to install a sector or chamber with a maximum weight of 400 kg. It can 

manipulate a wide weight variety under this maximum due to its adjustable mechanism of altering the 

counter balance. This feature is also critical in the installation process of a single sector or chamber, not 

just to accommodate different components. The Wisconsin Tooling uses a unique approach to achieve 

this adjustment. 

The basic principle of operation is as follows: 

1. Tooling is lifted from storage stand 

2. Overhead crane moves tooling to sector storage tooling 

3. Tooling is fastened to sector 

4. Overhead crane and tooling motor are simultaneously actuated to adjust COG for attached 

sector 

5. Fasteners holding sector to sector storage tooling are removed 

6. Overhead crane moves tooling away from sector storage tooling 

7. Sector COG is adjusted by translation (if needed) 

8. Sector is rotated to required orientation 

9. Tooling is moved to position the sector in sector support frame work 

10. Sector is fastened to frame work 

11. Counter weight is adjusted by means of crane and tooling motor to make tooling balanced when 

sector is removed 

12. Sector is loosened from tooling and overhead crane moves tooling away 

Figure 3-2 shows the adjustment of the tooling by means of translation between the hoist and main 

beam along the linear guides. This is achieved by motor driving a ball screw causing the linear actuation. 

 

Figure 3-2. Adjusting balance of Wisconsin Tooling (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

This simplified procedure for installing a sector is fairly straight forward and sequential except for steps 

4 and 11. Here it can be seen that both the overhead crane and tooling motor need to be simultaneously 

actuated. These steps require precise coordination between the speed of these two motors as failure to 

do so can result in severe damage to the critical sectors as well as the sector structure. The crane driver 
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has to communicate with the tooling controller technician via two way radio and attempt to achieve this 

high level of synchronisation. This step is therefore significantly time consuming and risky.  

To address this issue the new design would have to eliminate the need for this precision based 

synchronisation.  

3.2.3 Counter weight assembly 

The Wisconsin Tooling uses a bank of counter weights to achieve balance of the tooling during its 

various loads. The bank is made up of individual weight slices that slide onto the main beam and are 

held in place by frictional bolts through the top as well as clamping rings on either side of the bank. 

Each weight slice is 610 mm x 610 mm x 31.75 mm and manufactured out of mild steel. The weight of 

each slice is therefore 88 kg, and 1144 kg for the entire bank of 13 slices. This method of fixture does 

allow for slices to be added or removed. Figure 3-3 shows the assembled counter weight bank on the 

main beam. 

 

Figure 3-3. Assembled counter weight bank of Wisconsin Tooling (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

3.2.4 Overview of the rotation head and locking mechanism 

The front portion of the tooling is important as it provides much of the tooling’s functionality. The 

trunnion assembly allows the rotation, the linear guides allow COG adjustment for the sectors or 

chambers as well as an interface to the grabber and subsequently the sector/chamber. It also is the point 

where the locking mechanism is positioned. This holds the component at a particular rotational 

orientation for both safety and accuracy. The first aspect to inspect would be the trunnion assembly. 

Figure 3-4 shows the simple make up of this part. A central shaft is supported by two bearings and can 

be denoted as the rotating side. The bearings then sit in the trunnion coupling which is fixed onto the 

main beam, the stationary side. A large nut holds the shaft in place inside the machined trunnion 

coupling to prevent any axial movement.  
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Figure 3-4. Cross section of Wisconsin Tooling trunnion assembly (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

This arrangement offers a compact, robust and mechanically simple method of fixing the rotating head 

to the main beam while allowing smooth rotation. The double bearing allows for bending stress to be 

distributed and the machined end of the trunnion collar sits inside the main beam tube to provide fixture. 

3.2.5 Sector COG adjustment 

Since not all sectors or chambers are made completely symmetrical in shape or weight distribution, the 

ability to adjust the COG relative to the tooling becomes vital in allowing easy rotation of the tooling 

by hand. The ability to adjust also helps deal with unforeseen changes or inaccuracies in the manufacture 

of grabbers or even the sector itself. The Wisconsin Tooling achieved this by utilising two set of linear 

guides that are hand actuated by worm gearboxes. The one set allows translation horizontally while the 

other offers translation vertically. The linear guides allow 40 mm of translation in either direction on 

each set of guides. Figure 3-5 shows the configuration in which they are mounted to the tooling rotation 

head. 

 

Figure 3-5. COG adjustment mechanism on Wisconsin Tooling (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 
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3.2.6 Motorised actuation of tooling 

The Wisconsin tooling utilises a DC permanent magnet motor to actuate the hoist beam along the main 

beam for tooling adjustment. The large mass of the counter weight results in significant friction on the 

linear guides as well as direct force pushing or pulling when the tooling is not balanced. For this reason 

a great force is needed to actuate the tooling and in addition to this a great force is required to hold the 

two beams stationary even when tooling tilts. It is for this reason that the Wisconsin Tooling uses a 

worm gearbox. A worm gear is self-locking in nature, therefore it will hold the adjustment in place 

when not actuated by the motor. It also provides a high gearing ratio meaning that the motor can be 

small and still provide the correct torque needed by the screw. This ratio also aids in controlling the 

speed of actuation as fine adjustments need to be made to achieve a favourable degree of balance of the 

tooling. Figure 3-6 shows the toolings motor position as well as the connection to the worm gearbox 

and screw. 

 

Figure 3-6. Drive actuation unit for Wisconsin Tooling (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

3.3 Proposed design methodology 

The design procedure at CERN is unique from conventional design procedure, as component design is 

carried out simultaneously with system design directly dependant on the latest relevant system design. 

The designs for the sectors and spokes of the NSW were being modified while other engineering teams 

design services, integration and transportation toolings. This is particularly inconvenient from the 

installation tooling designer’s perspective since the weight and spatial changes have a significant impact 

when setting up the delicate balance required of the tooling. It is for this reason that a non-conventional 

design methodology was developed.  
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3.3.1 Conventional design methodology for a component 

Figure 3-7 shows the usual steps of the design process that would be carried for fixed functional 

requirements and parameters of the design brief. 

 

Figure 3-7. Standard component design methodology. 

When the functional requirements for the design are fixed, analytical calculations can be done by hand 

in order to determine approximations for dimensions of the CAD design. These calculations will most 

likely only have to be done once therefore merely recording them is sufficient. The next step is the CAD 

generation of the component. Straight forward drawing procedure can be carried out in any fashion 

whether it be drawing from the base up or manually extruding and manipulating 3D features. Once this 

step is complete, the CAD geometry can be imported into the FEA package and simulation can go 

ahead. Based on the outcome of the simulation minor modifications may have to be made to the CAD 

model. Once the FEA provides satisfactory results the design can be deemed finalised. 
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3.3.2 Design methodology for NSW Installation Tooling 

The design methodology for the NSW Installation Tooling development will need to change due to a 

new input in the form of system modifications or new functional requirements. Changes in functional 

requirements might include design modifications in the sector or spoke mass, a repositioning of services 

or inclusion of asymmetry in the weight distribution.  

The number of times this such changes will occur, as well as the frequency and magnitude of the 

changes, remains unknown. For this reason the methodology of the design process must be modified. 

The first and most significant modification was to develop simple programs that are capable of 

performing the analytical equations necessary for the CAD generation. This program should have all 

critical information stored as input variables and should perform the relevant stress, balance and 

dimension equations to give the needed output for the 3D model. This way new design requirements, 

regardless of frequency and degree, can efficiently processed to determine the desired information 

without repeating the detailed and time intensive calculations manually. 

The next alteration of design procedure would be the manner in which CAD models are generated. 

Since it is known initially that requirements could see ongoing changes, it is important to account for 

this when constructing the 3D models. A flexible CAD generation method should be used that allows 

major changes to be made to models by only changing dimensions of a few critical sketches. All 

extrusions and sketches should be referenced in a manner that preserves fixed dimensions based on the 

changes made but also automatically updates dependant positions and orientations to conform to the 

input.  

Figure 3-8 shows the innovative design methodology to be utilised for the design procedures in this 

dissertation. 
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Figure 3-8. NSW Installation Tooling design methodology. 
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Chapter: 4 Tooling concept generation 

The generation of the tooling conceptual designs are pivotal on the path to the final design. This chapter 

describes the early steps of the design, beginning with the critical insight into the tooling balance and 

principle of operation. 

4.1 Principle of operation of the NSW Installation Tooling 

The initial step in developing a concept for the new tooling was addressing the problem with the 

principle of operation of the Wisconsin Tooling. The need to synchronise the coarse crane movement 

with the fine tooling motor actuation was detrimental to efficient installation of sectors. It also increased 

the risk of damage and required additional man power and accurate coordination between operators. 

This was mainly due to the design including a fixed counter weight and a moving hoist. To address this 

problem the first conceptual drawing included a fixed hoist point with a moving counter weight as seen 

in Figure 4-1. 

 

Figure 4-1. First concept of NSW Installation Tooling. 

The moving counter weight would mean that when the tooling is used to install a sector or spoke and 

needs its balance adjusted, just the tooling motor would need to be actuated while the overhead crane 

can remain stationary. This system would not be dependent on any other for its operation. This would 

result in a quicker, safer and overall more efficient method of operation than the Wisconsin Tooling. 

4.2 Tooling balance 

The primary purpose of the tooling is to manipulate various components in a controlled fashion. The 

main aspect that controls this is the balance of the tooling. Since the tooling is supported by slings to a 

singular overhead crane, changing the weights at one end of the tooling affects the centre of gravity. 

For any load to be stable when using the tooling, the centre of gravity needs to be adjusted to ensure it 

remains precisely beneath the crane hoist point. Achieving tooling balance is done by accounting for 
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every object that exerts a moment on the tooling. By knowing the net moment about the hoist point, the 

position or magnitude of the moveable counter weight can be determined. A simplified diagram of the 

masses contributing moments is shown in Figure 4-2. 

 

Figure 4-2. Basic forces that make up weight balance of tooling. 

 

The first step in designing the tooling system was to determine approximate masses for the various 

components. Masses for the LS, SS and foot spoke were initially supplied at 1200 kg, 800 kg and 900 

kg respectively. Since the tooling would have to account for the maximum weight and counter balance 

of the LS, it was decided to design for allowing the forces and counter balance capability for the LS. 

The SS and foot spoke functionality of the tooling would be valid as a result of them being lighter.  

The next step was preparing a concept of a LS grabber to determine an estimate of the weight.  

4.3 Large sector grabber 

In order to develop a first estimate of the overall tooling dimensions, rough concepts of all the masses 

of components were made. The LS grabber was conceptualised first. It would be most desirable for the 

grabber to fall within the LS frontal shadow in order to avoid any possible interference with other parts 

of the NSW. It was assumed that the most suitable position to attach to the sector would be close to the 

existing kinematic mounts as these areas should be of sufficient structural integrity to support the entire 

load of the sector. 
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The next consideration was the method of fixing the grabber to the sector. Previously the grabber would 

include arms that reached around the sides of the sector or chamber and bolted onto it from a sideways 

direction as seen in Figure 4-3. 

 

Figure 4-3. Old sector grabber with side arm mounts (University of Wisconsin, 2001). 

In the case of the NSW however, the restricted space would not allow this approach. Instead a method 

that requires the least amount of space around the sector had to be investigated. Thus a method involving 

a threaded bar screwing into a mount attached to the sector, and therefore only extending the sector 

envelope by approximately the diameter of the threaded bar, was devised. The first concept was 

designed using 50 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm square tubing and was based on the shape of the LS as seen in 

Figure 4-4. This concept included two vertical uprights to provide fixture to the tooling and an additional 

two diagonal uprights to reach the mount points to the sector. The concept included welded tubes at 

each of the mounting points. This would allow a large bolt to sit through the tube and thread into the 

threaded mount on the sector. This way the bolt would clamp the grabber to the sector requiring only 

access on the tool end to tighten and loosen bolt. The corner points also had place for gusset plates to 

bolt onto, offering higher strength and rigidity at these points. 
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Figure 4-4. Concept for LS grabber using welded tubes. 

There were some areas of concern with this initial concept. Firstly the decision to weld on the fixture 

tubes might cause slight welding deformation and imperfections. This would make aligning the grabber 

to the sector time consuming and possibly unachievable. The next concern was that the exact positions 

to attach the grabber on the spacer frame of the sector was not known yet, as it depended on feedback 

from the spacer frame design engineer. To address the first concern, a concept including removable 

grabber arms was developed. This involved welding the grabber clamping tube to a smaller section of 

square tubing that would bolt onto the main grabber frame. The holes on the frame where these arms 

bolt through could be marginally larger than the bolt diameter meaning that some minor adjustment 

would be possible when fixing the arms to the frame. Another positive on this concept is that the grabber 

arms can be attached easily at each mount point of the sector before the large grabber frame and 

installation tooling is brought near the sector. This would also result in the entire size of the grabber 

frame decreasing marginally as only the grabber arms would need to reach the mounting points. Figure 

4-5 shows a concept of the grabber arm. It uses the same 50 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm tubing as the frame 

and has the thicker circular tubing welded to it. 
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Figure 4-5. Concept of detachable grabber arm. 

After conducting hand calculations for bending and deformation of the grabber frame, a decision was 

made to opt for 100 mm x 50 mm x 5 mm rectangular tubing for the uprights instead. Utilising this 

profile for the grabber arm mount section would also increase that frictional area for bolting onto the 

frame. The LS grabber frame was generated in a flexible fashion as to allow for quick dimensional 

changes without having to redo large portions of the CAD drawing. Symmetry was an important factor 

of reducing the 3D modelling that had to be done as the frame is symmetrical about the vertical axis. 

The drawing procedure was as follows: First sketches for the top and bottom profiles were drawn and 

constrained to each other by an adjustable dimension. These were then extruded from the middle plane 

outwards. Next all upright members on one side of the frame were sketched at the mid-point of the two 

existing profiles. These were then extruded until contact with other surfaces were reached. This meant 

that if at any point the distance between the top and bottom profiles needed to change, the lengths of 

the upright extrusions are automatically adjusted to always come into contact with the top and bottom 

profiles. These uprights were then mirrored about the symmetry plane. This also ensured that changes 

to one side of the uprights would automatically adjust the mirrored side. 

 At this point in improving the concept, new information regarding the positions of the sTGC kinematic 

mounts was obtained. Figure 4-6 shows the location of positions. 
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Figure 4-6. LS with positions of sTGC kinematic mounts indicated (Pinnell, 2015). 

This information allowed space appropriate areas to be chosen for the grabber mounts. The idea was to 

keep the grabber mounts as close to the kinematic mounts as possible to avoid having to significantly 

increase spacer frame reinforcement, but also to make sure that all service, spokes and sTGC kinematic 

mounts were avoided. This information was discussed with the spacer frame design engineer and the 

spacer frame in Figure 4-7 was then conceptualised. 
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Figure 4-7. LS spacer frame with reinforced mounts for grabber mounts (Schweiger, 2015). 

Once these positions were selected, removable grabber mounts had to be conceptualised in order for the 

grabber pins to thread in and hold the sector. An additional requirement for these mounts was the ability 

to hang the sectors on the storage tooling. This would require an additional threaded hole facing the 

side of the sector. Since the sectors are intended to be hung with one edge parallel to the ground during 

storage, the grabber mounts had to be designed to account for the deviation from vertical. Figure 4-8 

shows the grabber mount concept with the angled face for hanging and how it provides the interface 

between sector and grabber. The large diameter of material around the hole ensures that the grabber pin 

clamps against this material when tightened. Since the grabber mounts would be removed once 

installation was complete, the material choice was not critical and therefore the most affordable 50 mm 

plate (T690) would be utilised, similar to other 50 mm components of the tooling. (Sinclair, 2015). 
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Figure 4-8. Proposed grabber mount concept for sector installation and storage tooling (Singh, 2015). 

Based on these new mounting positions for the grabber mounts, the dimensions of the LS grabber 

required modification. The new concept for the LS grabber was a lot smaller than the first concepts due 

to the relatively close grabber mount positions on the spacer frame. Top and bottom steel profiles were 

changed to 100 mm x 100 mm x 5 mm to allow grabber arms to be wider and still accommodate the 

rectangular upright welds along the entire width. Another benefit of the size increase was the fact that 

the weights for the LS, SS and Foot spoke had increased to 1450 kg, 1100 kg and 1000 kg respectively. 

The number of uprights also had to be modified to accommodate the grabber mounting plate for fixture 

to the main tooling. The grabber mounting plate was positioned to lie perfectly at the COG of the sector 

as determined by the CAD software and analytical calculations assuming constant density of the sectors. 

Figure 4-9 shows the final concept with these modifications included.  
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Figure 4-9. LS grabber concept with finalised grabber mount positions. 

The CAD package used, Autodesk Inventor, utilises many features in material study, specifically 

material densities and volume. Based on this information, by selecting the desired material, an accurate 

weight estimation of the LS grabber could be generated by the software. 

4.4 Counter weight carriage 

A significant change in the principle of operation for the NSW Installation tooling is the mobile counter 

weight. From Chapter 3.2, the design review of the Wisconsin Tooling, it was determined that the idea 

of using counter weight slices was beneficial as weight could be adjusted. It was decided to use this 

type of counter weight bank and construct a counter weight carriage that could move along linear guides 

of the main beam. The concept developed included 50 mm thick mild steel slices on an 80 mm x 80 

mm x 10 mm square tubing profile. Each slice has a locking bolt on top and in addition to this there are 

four brackets that sit on either end of the bank to aid locking. These brackets serve a dual purpose as 

they are also a mounting point for the linear guide blocks. This concept makes use of two linear guide 

blocks that will run on a common linear guide rail. Figure 4-10 shows the initial counter weight carriage 

setup. 
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Figure 4-10. Concept of a mobile counter weight carriage. 

The slices also have three holes that are used to bolt the entire bank together for added rigidity of the 

bank. The corners of each slice were also chamfered for both aesthetics and to avoid contact with any 

other components that may be present in that area. One of the counter weight brackets was modified to 

include a ball screw nut which would be used for actuation of the entire counter weight carriage along 

the tool.  

Upon analysis of the first concept, an area of concern arose when having to increase the number of 

slices on the carriage. The effective load of the entire bank can be simplified to a point load at the COG 

of the bank. If the bank size is increased, this point remains at the centre, but since the bank is limited 

by the end of the tooling beam, the load is effectively applied further away from the end of the tool. To 

combat this problem it was decided to make use of add-on weight slice. These weights would not 

connect to the square profile, but instead only be held by the three bolts that run through the bank. In 

order to avoid contact with the brackets and beam, these weights were drawn up smaller than the main 

weights. The benefit of this is that the weight of the entire bank can be increased without moving the 

actual bank further away from the end of the tooling, therefore the effective point load remains in the 

same place. Figure 4-11 shows the final concept of the counter weight carriage with add-on slices 

attached. 
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Figure 4-11. Counter weight carriage with add-on weight slices. 

Since the counter weight bank would be in excess of the 1450 kg sector, it was essential to choose a 

linear guide that could support this load. Linear guides were sourced that used rollers instead of balls, 

similar to the guides used on the Wisconsin tooling. The roller type guide can support higher loads than 

balls with the same diameter. This meant that a smaller profile could be selected therefore aiding in the 

initial goal of keeping tooling mass to a minimum.  

4.5 Main tooling beam 

The principal step in developing the main tooling beam would be consideration for the tooling balance. 

Once an estimate of the LS grabber weight was obtained, the main tooling beam could be 

conceptualised. To obtain suitable dimension for the main beam, it was decided to develop a program 

to calculate the dimensions needed for tooling balance through the various stages of installation. The 

program is based on the simple balance of moments caused by all the loads on the main beam.  

To set up the equation for the program, the first consideration was the general locations of all the loads, 

specifically the hoist point based on the review of the Wisconsin Tooling. The Wisconsin Tooling had 

its hoist point at the very front and end of the beam. This puts the effective hoist point directly midpoint 

of the two hoists. Since the effective pivot of the tooling was at the midpoint of the beam, the counter 

weight had to be greater than the sector weight by a factor of nearly 4. This was due to the fact that the 

counter weight moment arm was restricted by the rear end of the beam while the sector moment lies 

beyond the front end of the beam and therefore had a much greater moment arm length. To avoid having 

to make the new counter weight 4 times the weight of the sector, it was decided to move the effective 

hoist or pivot point to a quarter of the way along the beam from the front. This would act to give the 

counter weight a larger moment arm. Initial assumptions of length and counter weight size was made, 

and the program was coded.  
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The program was coded in Matlab with the masses of the sector, grabber, rotation head and counter 

weight as inputs with the intention of adding masses as the designed became more detailed. The weight 

of half the main beam was utilised, as the length between the hoists does not result in a moment.  

Next, assumptions were made about required profiles and initial tooling length. Although no 

dimensional restrictions exist in the design brief, it is still in the best interest under CERN good practice 

to keep designs as efficient as possible. Therefore an initial length of 3 m for the main beam was 

selected. This would make it only 1 m longer than the Wisconsin Tooling. A square profile was chosen 

instead of a circular tube for the main beam. This decision was made for ease of attaching the linear 

guides for the counter weight and other components such as the cross beam and motor. A 120 mm x 

120 mm x 12 mm square tubing profile was first selected. An additional program was coded to calculate 

the bending stresses and deflections of the main beam. After using the estimates of weights from the 

LS grabber and inputting the values in the program, the concept for the tooling shown in Figure 4-12 

was developed. The results from the program allowed a suitable counter weight bank to be decided 

upon that would allow for desired operation of the tooling balance within the 3 m length. 

 

Figure 4-12. Main beam tooling concept with forward-biased hoist point. 

4.6 Sector rotational orientation mechanism 

A functional requirement of the NSW Installation Tooling in addition to balancing is the need for the 

sector to be rotated to a desired orientation. The Wisconsin Tooling used a simple yet effective trunnion 

assembly. This would be beneficial for the new tooling as well, especially for the compact size. This 

trait is important as it decreases the moment arm that the sector has about the effective hoist point. An 
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obvious difference between the new tooling and the old tooling was the difference in load that the 

trunnion assembly would have to support. To make a decision on the trunnion shaft diameter, a program 

was coded to compute the bend stress and deflection. A concept was made based on the initial outputs 

of the program. It was decided to also switch to metric sizes to comply with locally available bearings. 

Figure 4-13 shows the new concept for the NSW trunnion assembly which would look similar to the 

previous trunnion design, yet with different dimensions. 

 

Figure 4-13. Modified trunnion assembly concept. 

4.7 Rotation-locking mechanism: 

A functional requirement for the rotational system is the ability to lock the tooling in position so that 

sector or spoke can be translated off its centre of gravity without it rotating out of position. This is both 

necessary for precision of installation as well as safety of the installation technicians. 

 The Wisconsin Tooling used a two wheel system with three locking pins as previously described. There 

were three main issues with this system. The first point is that due to manufacturing inaccuracies and 

deformations under load, the 3 pins never all lined up to allow easy locking. This resulted in only two 

pins being locked and therefore tooling was never operated under designed parameters. The next issue 

is the coarse and finite resolution that this method offered. Holes were positioned at 2° increments. This 

would not be suitable for the precision required in multiples of 22.5° for the NSW sector assembly. The 

last point of concern is the lack of a redundant locking system as required for the new tooling. 

The objective with the initial concept was to address these three issues individually. The first 

consideration was the implementation of a frictional locking system instead of a pin-lock system. This 

would immediately address the first two issues. A frictional locking system would offer an infinite 

resolution of rotation making it suitable for the NSW sector and spoke orientations. A frictional locking 

system would also not rely on individual pins locking into similar sized holes and therefore can allow 
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for deformation and manufacturing inaccuracies without restricting locking ability. As for the redundant 

system, a modified pin lock system could still be implemented. Unlike the Wisconsin Tooling, the pins 

would instead lock into slotted holes that allow for rotation in either direction should the primary friction 

system fail. 

Like the Wisconsin Tooling, a double wheel system would be used. This allows the locking points to 

have a significant torque arm therefore minimising locking force. The new wheels have a 1200 mm 

diameter to accommodate the locking interface. Figure 4-14 shows the two wheels, with the rotating 

wheel slightly larger to accommodate for easy rotation. The rotating wheel has handles along its 

perimeter to assist in rotating the sector. This was done to allow a greater degree of control versus the 

old system that used bent tube along the entire perimeter. A second advantage of the handles is that by 

avoiding the tube, manufacture is far simpler and the stationary wheel will not be at much risk of 

experiencing large welding deflection that may be caused by the tube type grip. 

 

Figure 4-14. Rotating and stationary wheel concept. 

 The most effective method of frictional locking with the slimmest profile is a clamping system. A 

simple clamping system of a threaded pin tightened directly onto an appropriate lip was conceptualised. 

Figure 4-15 shows a detailed view of the clamp bracket which will house a threaded pin. 
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Figure 4-15. Concept of threaded pin frictional locking system. 

The clamps will be attached to the stationary wheel on the tool-side. This will then clamp onto the lip 

of the grabber-side wheel that rotates with the sector or spoke. When the correct orientation of the wheel 

is set, the 3 clamps can be tightened by hand and the locking pins can be inserted into the slots. The 

locking pins will have slots positioned at 16 positions on the rotating wheel to correspond to the 16 

different positions that the large and small sectors accommodate. Figure 4-16 shows these slots which 

allow for 5° of rotation in either direction of the clamped position. 

 

Figure 4-16. Modified pin locking fail safe concept with 5° leeway. 

The first concept addressed the functional requirements for the new tooling, however it presented some 

new concerns. The first issue is that to apply the necessary force, it was calculated that a large torque 

will have to be applied to each clamping pin. In order to achieve this sort of torque by hand, the hand 
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T-piece would have to be excessively long. This both causes interference with the locking pins as well 

as requiring two hands to operate. The next concern is determining the required torque for complete 

locking. It will not be simple for the installation technician to determine when the required pin torque 

has been reached and it will also not be efficient to lock the wheel in a time efficient manner.  

To address these issues, a different clamping system was conceptualised. The new concept makes use 

of toggle clamps. Toggle clamps may occupy more space than the threaded T-piece, however addresses 

all the concerns of that concept. Firstly, the toggle clamp can be adjusted to the correct locking force 

and it will always provide this exact force every time the clamp is actuated. The next benefit of this 

concept is that the clamp simply needs to be snapped into place requiring no unknown number of 

rotations or setting force. Due to the lever setup of the toggle clamp, enough mechanical advantage 

exists to offer minimal force input from the user. To provide a sufficient frictional surface, a neoprene 

pad will be mounted on the opposing side of the toggle clamp piston that already comes with a neoprene 

head. The neoprene ensures the correct coefficient of friction is met against the steel wheels for the 

particular force ratings. Figure 4-17 shows the toggle clamp with a modified clamping bracket and 

neoprene pad visible on opposing side. 

 

Figure 4-17. Toggle clamp locking concept. 

4.8 COG translation mechanism 

The translation adjustment capability of the Wisconsin Tooling achieved two main areas of use. It 

provided an efficient method for the installation technician to adjust the COG of the sector to aid in 

achieving effortless rotation by hand and once the sector was locked in an orientation, it could be used 

to make fine positional adjustments when installing. The linear guide system and utilisation of hand 

operated worm gearboxes was therefore implemented in the concept for the NSW Installation Tooling 

translation system. It was decided to increase the adjustment range in either direction from 40 mm to 

100 mm. This offers a greater range for sectors that may be asymmetric in weight distribution or 
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inaccurate in manufacture. It also allows a greater degree of adjustment in the correct two directions 

when the correct rotational orientation has been met during installation. Instead of using worm 

gearboxes with screw actuators to the side of the linear guide plates, it was decided to position worm 

gearboxes with telescopic actuators in the middle of the plates. This would reduce the torques and 

stresses induced by pushing the load from a remote location. Figure 4-18 shows the concept for the new 

translation system. Appropriately sized gearboxes had to be selected for the large load of the sector and 

grabber.  

 

Figure 4-18. Concept for the COG adjustment translation system for the NSW Installation Tooling. 

 

4.9 Small sector grabber 

The SS grabber was conceptualised by taking into account all the consideration for the LS grabber. It 

was decided to utilise the same grabber arm design for the SS to simplify manufacture and compatibility 

of parts. The only change would occur dimensionally as the SS would have different grabber mounting 

points. Like the LS, grabber mount positions were analysed on available space when sTGC and sector 

kinematic mounts were taken into account as well as general space around the Small sector. Figure 4-19 

shows the Small sector in the NSW assembly. 
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Figure 4-19. Small sector in NSW assembly (Pinnell, 2015). 

Once the sTGC mount positions were known, the layout could be studied in order to determine suitable 

grabber mount positions. The available area around the SS differed quite significantly from the LS. In 

addition to this it was found that the areas around the foot spoke were even more compact. It was 

therefore decided to design the mount locations to satisfy the spatial requirements of the foot spoke and 

hence would satisfy the requirements of all normal small spokes as well. Figure 4-20 shows the grabber 

mount locations accounted for in the SS spacer frame. Notice that unlike the LS, the grabber mounts 

always lie between the sTGC and sector kinematic mounts. These positions therefore resulted in a larger 

grabber being required. Thus the SS grabber would be larger than the LS grabber.  
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Figure 4-20. SS grabber mount positions (Schweiger, 2015). 

Once these mount positions were finalised, the SS grabber CAD model was drawn in the same flexible 

manner as the LS grabber. For the reason of consistency, the same section profiles were used as the LS 

grabber. Figure 4-21 shows the concept developed for the SS grabber. Due to the larger size and need 

for the tooling mount interface to be the same, the vertical profile arrangement differs from the LS 

grabber. The gusset plates to be welded in utilise the same dimensions as the LS design. 
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Figure 4-21. SS grabber concept. 

4.10 Foot spoke grabber 

The Foot spoke grabber was conceptualised last due to its unique shape and weight. There are only two 

foot spokes per NSW and they are asymmetric about their centres. This presented a unique challenge 

when conceptualising the foot spoke grabber. Aside from the asymmetry, each foot spoke has the heavy 

alignment bar biased towards the bottom of the NSW assembly meaning that their COGs were not in a 

similar position on each spoke. It was however decided to design one grabber that could work for both 

foot spoke orientations. The asymmetry in the weight would be accounted for with the COG translation 

adjustment. Figure 4-22 shows the foot spoke and the mounting plates used to fix them onto the LS 

spokes. Since the foot spokes do not contain any delicate detectors or sensors and are to be manufactured 

from stainless steel and aluminium, they are not as sensitive as the sectors. Hence there is no need to 

design specialised mounts to resist stress and deflection as the LS spoke mounts are sufficient for 

installation.  
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Figure 4-22. Foot spoke with mounting plates for LS spokes (Ciapetti, et al., 2015). 

The idea for the concept was to design a symmetrical tooling that would have two separate mounting 

locations to account for the offset of COG of each foot spoke. These individual COGs could be 

determined by the COG tool in the Autodesk Inventor package. Another complication with the foot 

spoke is that the mounting plates are asymmetrical as well, with one of the plates sitting 5 mm lower. 

To account for this the bottom two mount plates of the grabber would have slotted holes. In addition to 

this, to avoid issues with misalignment from welding deformation, all mounting holes would be made 

with a larger diameter than the foot spoke mounting holes. Figure 4-23 shows the concept for the foot 

spoke grabber.  
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Figure 4-23. Universal foot spoke grabber with two mount positions. 

The mounting plate storks could be welded onto the main structure in the same manner as the LS and 

SS grabber arms. The larger mounting plate accommodates the two positions that the grabber can be 

attached to the tooling. The slight difference in asymmetric weight will be accounted for by the slight 

adjustment of the COG translator with the dimensions of this design. A last consideration for the design 

was that not all the mounting plates on the foot spoke lie on the same horizontal plane. This issue would 

be accounted for by designing the grabber with all the mounts in the same plane and including spacer 

shims of thickness 10 mm to offset the affected plates. 

4.11 Tooling storage stand 

The storage tooling serves to allow the tooling to be stable and securely supported when not in use. An 

added capability of the stand would be enough clearance from the ground and support to attach any of 

the grabbers to the tooling while on the stand and still maintaining balance. The first consideration when 

approaching this design was maintaining stability of the tooling. It was therefore decided to opt for a T-

piece leg stand that would offer maximum stability to prevent sideways tipping. The next consideration 

was supporting the tooling in the correct locations. The obvious decision was to support the counter 

weight carriage directly as this would alleviate the entire load of the main beam and prevent static 

bending. The final consideration was ensuring enough clearance for the mounting plate of the tooling 
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to connect the various grabbers while on the storage stand, without jeopardising stability. To account 

for this the tooling stand was conceptualised high enough for the SS grabber to be attached in a 

horizontal position as the LS grabber occupies a smaller envelope when vertical. With the required 

clearance of the SS grabber, the remaining two grabbers easily attach while on the stand. Figure 4-24 

shows a concept of the storage stand. A large counter weight carriage platform is incorporated to store 

the tooling in various different positions. This will also allow the tooling to be adjusted while on the 

stand.  

 

Figure 4-24. NSW Installation Tooling storage stand. 

4.12 Counter weight adjustment motor 

Like the Wisconsin Tooling, the NSW Installation Tooling concept utilised a motor drive for the 

adjustment of the CW. The concept of using a worm gearbox to drive the screw provided the necessary 

torque gain resulting in a smaller motor being needed, but also ensured self-locking when the CW tried 

to move along guides if the tooling tilted. To simplify the arrangement used on the Wisconsin Tooling, 

a motor with an incorporated worm gearbox was investigated. Correct ratio of the gearbox would ensure 

a small motor could still be selected. The best choice of motor was then found to be a DC permanent 

magnet motor for its high power to weight/size ratio. For purposes of availability in both countries of 

manufacture, it was decided to select a WEG EPG motor with single reduction worm gearbox. 
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Chapter: 5 Final design and simulation of the NSW Tooling 

This chapter focuses on two primary aspects; explaining the various FEA procedures and finalising the 

design based on the results of these analyses. Critical and complex components are specifically 

described with minor more straight forward calculations carried out in Appendix A. Included in this 

chapter are suggestions or changes to the functional requirements of the NSW Installation tooling. A 

safety factor of 2 was applied to all stress calculations to comply with the specific Eurocodes mentioned 

in Chapter 2. 

5.1 Large sector grabber and spacer frame 

The large and small sector grabber behaviour under stress formed perhaps the most important aspect of 

the installation tooling design. This was primarily because the grabbers had to be able to support the 

sector as well as not induce more than 70 MPa in the sector spacer frame. Any modifications to the 

concept would also have to fall within the suggested sector envelope with 30 mm clearance from any 

other part of the NSW assembly. Another specification was that the spacer frame should not experience 

more than 1 mm of deflection between the 2 grabber mounts. 

The first simulation carried out on the LS grabber did not include the spacer frame. This was to analyse 

what stresses and deflections the grabber would experience if the loads were individually added to the 

grabber pins of each grabber arm. The boundary conditions used were fixed body-to-ground contacts 

on each pin. To investigate the worst case scenario, the grabber was simulated in each of its orientations. 

This was done for two reasons. Firstly the shape of the grabber is only symmetrical about one axis 

meaning its strength qualities vary with orientation. The second reason is that the grabber mount 

positions were chosen based on available space and therefore not equally spaced from the sector centre 

of gravity. This results in different forces experienced by each set of grabber pins. After conducting 

these simulations the worst case orientation was the 0° upright position. This was mainly due to the 

grabber arms having the least amount of torque arm relative to the grabber frame. The force at each pin 

was twice the weight of the LS (safety factor) divided by 4 as all loading was equal in this orientation. 

Figure 5-1 shows the resulting FEA with the maximum Von Mises stress located at the highlighted 

point with a magnitude of 560.81 MPa. Considering that the selected material was S355 with a yield 

strength of 355 MPa, the design was not compliant. 
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Figure 5-1. LS grabber simulation at 0° without spacer frame. 

This was not an immediate concern as it was predicted a higher stress would occur without the support 

of the spacer frame. A point of interest with this simulation was to see what deflection the grabber arms 

were experiencing relative to each other. Any difference in the deflection of the top arm relative to the 

bottom arm would result in a bending stress the spacer frame would experience in order to resist this 

change in deflection. In essence the spacer frame would be twisted about the grabber mount points if 

these deflections were too large. Figure 5-2 shows the individual deflections (referred to as 

deformations in figure) that the top and bottom grabber arms experienced at their ends. 

 

Figure 5-2. Deformation probe comparison of top and bottom grabber arm. 

The difference of these two deflections was 0.2322 mm. This placed the deflection in the suggested 

limit of 1 mm. To study the real significance of this deflection and obtain a realistic stress experienced 
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by the LS grabber a simulation incorporating the spacer frame was conducted. During this simulation 

it would also be possible to verify whether the spacer frame stresses fell under the 70 MPa limit 

suggested by the spacer frame design engineer.  

The FEA involving the spacer frame was set up in a similar fashion to the previous simulation except 

here the entirety of the force, still incorporating the safety factor of 2, was applied to the spacer frame 

(Force was doubled to apply the safety factor of 2). This acts to simulate the full weight of the LS 

without the unrealistic individual pin forces of the previous simulation. Figure 5-3 shows the Von 

Mises stresses on the LS grabber when the spacer frame is introduced. 

 

Figure 5-3. Von Mises stresses of LS grabber with spacer frame. 

The stress experienced in the LS grabber reached a maximum of 324.99 MPa, therefore falling within 

the required 355 MPa yield point of the material. This represented a large reduction in stress compared 

to when the spacer frame was not taken into account, as expected. Figure 5-4 shows the stresses 

experienced by the aluminium spacer frame. 
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Figure 5-4. Von Mises stress result of worst stressed LS spacer frame panel. 

The maximum stress was experienced on the spacer frame panel closest to the grabber. It reached its 

maximum stress close to the grabber mount point at 59.616 MPa. This also fell within the required 70 

MPa limit and significantly within the yield point of the aluminium 6061 material. At this point the 

functional requirements of the LS grabber had been met and the design was deemed finalised. 

5.2 Small sector grabber and grabber mounts 

The SS grabber was simulated in a similar fashion to the LS grabber. Here the 90° horizontal orientation 

was found to give the highest stress. The pin forces were applied as seen in Appendix A – 3.2.2. Figure 

5-5 shows the SS grabber experiencing a maximum Von Mises stress of 313.07 MPa. 
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Figure 5-5. SS grabber Von Mises stresses at 90°. 

This value, like the LS grabber, fell within the 355 MPa limit. The SS spacer frame also coped 

acceptably with its stress not exceeding the 70 MPa limit, at 62.13 MPa. The process of finalising the 

SS grabber progressed much faster as the main complications and areas of optimisation had already 

been dealt with in the finalisation of the LS grabber. 

The grabber mounts where also simulated in this assembly to ensure both they and the aluminium insert 

between the spacer frame sheets did not exceed their respective yield points. Figure 5-6 shows the worst 

stressed grabber mount and aluminium insert peaking at 77.65 MPa, significantly below either materials 

yield point of 275 MPa for aluminium and 690 MPa for the T690 steel. 
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Figure 5-6. LS grabber mount and aluminium insert FEA Von Mises plot. 

5.3 Foot spoke grabber 

The foot spoke grabber simulation was again carried out under similar conditions to the LS and SS 

grabbers. Since the foot spoke itself was of a robust nature, it was unnecessary to include it in the 

simulation. Another simplification with the foot spoke grabber FEA was that it only had to be done in 

two positions, therefore reducing the number of simulations. The foot spokes each sit at 45° in the NSW 

assembly and therefore this had to be taken into account in the simulations. Figure 5-7 shows how the 

forces were divided into vertical and horizontal components to account for this angle. 

 

Figure 5-7. Forces applied to foot spoke grabber in simulation. 

Since the foot spoke grabber is essentially one component, the simulation required these forces and a 

fixed constraint on the tooling mount holes. Figure 5-8 shows the Von Mises results of the simulation 

under these conditions. 
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Figure 5-8. Von Mises stress experienced by foot spoke grabber. 

The stress reached a maximum of 170.8 MPa at a bolt hole that fixes the grabber to the tooling. This 

fell below the 355 MPa allowed limit, yet due to the foot spoke grabber and foot not exceeding the 

weight of the LS and LS grabber, there was no need to weight optimise the structure. Weight 

optimisation would have led to a more complex design resulting in increased manufacturing costs and 

number of simulations. The foot spoke grabber was therefore compliant and finalised. 

5.4 Main beam 

5.4.1 Main beam balance and bending 

The main beam profile was designed purely to withstand the applied stresses. To determine this stress 

and the deflection, an important consideration for the linear guides, a program was written to calculate 

these points of interest. The main beam was treated as a cantilever with the effective counter weight 

load accurately positioned away from the end of the beam. The inputs for the program are as follows: 

 length – length of main beam 

 F – force of counter weight 

 a – distance from main beam centre to counter weight centre 

 b – distance from beam end to counter weight centre 
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 E – Young’s Modulus of main beam material 

 I – Moment of Inertia of beam profile 

By using relevant deflection and bending stress calculations the desired output is obtained. After the 

sector and spoke weights had increased it was necessary to increase the main beam profile from 120 

mm x 120 mm  x 12 mm to a square profile with dimensions of 140 mm x 140 mm x 10 mm. This was 

based on the stress value output from the program being higher than the allowable 355 MPa. The new 

profile had a higher moment of inertia of 1312 mm4 and was found to be suitable based on the program 

output. Appendix D - 1 shows the program for the bending deflection and stress; giving results of 5 mm 

and 212.479 MPa respectively. 

The main beam dimensions and counter weight size was dependant on the requirements for the tooling 

to be balanced. As other aspects of the tooling were finalised the program provided a progressively 

more accurate result for the required dimensions and size of the beam and counter weight respectively. 

The program was based on the dimensions seen in Appendix D - 2. The input variables were as follows, 

with the front of the main beam as the reference: 

xf – distance to effective pivot/hoist point 

xsector – distance to centre of sector 

xgrabber – distance to centre of grabber 

xwheel – distance to rotating wheel assembly centre 

xbearing – distance between the trunnion bearings 

Wsector – mass of desired sector 

Wgrabber – mass of corresponding grabber 

Wwheel – mass of rotating wheel assembly 

These inputs were then manipulated into moment equations that would act to determine the required 

distance away from the tooling reference that the counter weight would have to be positioned at for a 

given counter weight size. By analysing this it can be determined whether the counter weight would fall 

within the desired tooling length to obtain tooling balance. The counter weight size can then be tweaked 

to allow for a safety allowance and for optimising its weight. Appendix D – 2 shows the Tooling Balance 

Program written in Matlab. This shows the details of the final design and the output value of x was 

1.674 m. This would result in a safety allowance of 167 mm beyond which the counter weight can travel 
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if there is an inaccuracy with any component weight for a 3 m main beam and 1732 kg counter weight. 

To achieve this counter weight the carriage would have to include 12 full slices and 2 add on slices. 

Based the finalised weights of all tooling components, the counter positions in Table 5-1 shows the 

position that the centre point of the counter weight carriage would need to be away from the front end 

of the beam to maintain balance for each of the listed lifting permutations. 

Table 5-1. Counter weight positions for tooling balance. 

Attachment Position from front of tool (m) 

No attachment 0.814 

SS grabber 1.0 

SS grabber and SS 2.08 

LS grabber 1.031 

LS grabber and LS 2.455 

Foot spoke grabber 0.969 

Foot spoke grabber and foot spoke 1.951 

Beam length 3 

 

5.4.2 Main beam weld 

The main beam connects to the front hoist point by means of a fillet weld as seen in Figure 4-14. To 

accurately simulate this weld a particular FEA procedure must be implemented. Since the weld material 

is different to the base material, the particular material properties must be entered into the simulation 

material library. A welded component however is still a single part yet it is a mix of weld material and 

base material. To accurately represent a weld in ANSYS the geometry needs to be spliced to separate 

the weld from the base material. The simplest method of going about his is drawing the entire 

component as one body in the CAD environment. The 3D model must then be exported into the ANSYS 

Workbench where the 3D model can then be opened in the Design Modeller. Here the weld area can be 

spliced to separate it from the parts intended to be welded. Once the model is separated the user can 

return to the Workbench and enter the material library. The base material and weld material should be 

included at this point. If the weld material is not in the ANSYS standard material library then it can be 

manually added by inputting the UTS, Modulus of Elasticity and the Poisson’s ratio. Additional cyclic 

information is required if fatigue simulations are intended to be done. Once the materials are assigned 

the Mechanical environment can be entered. By opening the geometry tab every individual body in the 

assembly should be present. Here the spliced weld and base geometry will be seen as different bodies. 

The materials selected from the library can then be assigned to the respective parts. In reality a weld 

penetrates into the base material. To achieve this in ANSYS the separate bodies can then be combined. 

By simply highlighting the base body and weld body, the context menu can then be used to display the 
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“Form New Part” function in seen in Figure 5-9. By selecting this ANSYS recognises these two bodies 

as a single entity, however they still maintain their separately assigned materials (Sciuccati, 2015).  

 

Figure 5-9. Combining bodies with separate material properties. 

The next step was to mesh the welded component. Since ANSYS sees this as one body, meshing will 

create elements that flow through these two originally separate bodies. The highlighting order 

determines which element will grow into which body and therefore the weld properties can be chosen 

for the desired outcome. The growth ratio of the mesh is also important in ensuring consistent elements 

across the weld-base interface. Once the model is meshed the rest of the simulation process can be 

carried out as normal. The results will take the material properties into account when solving for 

stresses, strain and deflections yet also treat the component as one body. By adjusting the mesh size, 

growth ratio and selection order the weld penetration can be adjusted (Sciuccati, 2015). 

The main beam weld simulation was carried out in the same manner as above. The main beam drawing 

was imported directly from Inventor into the Workbench environment. It was necessary to add the 

materials properties of the weld material. Once the Mechanical environment had been entered and the 

geometry was prepared and set with the above procedure, the constraints for the loading and fixtures 

could be added. Figure 5-10 shows the loads applied to the beam and its direction and location. The 

sector, grabber and rotating head forces had been simplified into a moment as calculated in Appendix 

A – 3.4.2. All loads were rounded up to the nearest 1000 N. 
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Figure 5-10. Loads applied to main beam. 

Fixed ground constraints were applied to the 3 hoist points, however rotation about the axis parallel to 

the cross was free. This would not offer inaccurate strength during main beam deflection. The 

simulation was then run and due to the dense and irregular mesh by the penetrating weld, the simulation 

had to complete 9 iterations before converging. Figure 5-11 shows the Von Mises stresses experienced 

by the assembled main beam and cross beam. The stress reached a maximum of 272.42 MPa at the cross 

beam to main beam bracket hole. The stress pattern shown confirms the expected behaviour of the main 

beam profile. The counter weight applied a load causing a cantilever effect. The hoist point at the front 

effectively supported a significant portion of the sector, grabber and rotation head load and hence not 

much stress was experienced in the beam immediately after this point. The cross beam hoist points 

therefore acted as the main resisting point in the beam and the beam deflected about this point resulting 

in the highest stresses being in this region. 
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Figure 5-11. Main beam assembly Von Mises stress plot. 

Figure 5-12 shows the stresses experienced by the weld joining the front plate to the main beam. A tool 

that allows certain stress magnitudes to be shown, capped iso-surfaces, was used to display the specific 

stresses in the areas where the weld penetrated. Since the front region of the main beam was not highly 

stressed due to the front hoist point, the maximum stress in the weld material reached a maximum of 

approximately 23.5 MPa. This value is significantly lower than the weld calculation in Appendix A – 

3.5.2 of 120.3 MPa. The main difference for this case to the FEA is that there a worst case scenario was 

assumed where all the weight of the sector, grabber and rotation head was completely supported by the 

weld. 
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Figure 5-12. Weld penetration stresses of main beam. 

 

5.4.3 Main beam hoist thread 

The three hoist rings of the tooling are connected to the 50 mm end plates by means of an M24 threaded 

hole. It was of interest to accurately simulate what internal stresses would be experienced by these 

threads during operation.  

The procedure for simulating threaded holes has been rather streamlined in ANSYS 15. The first step 

is preparing the geometry correctly. The hole and bolt diameter must be drawn equal, according to the 

outer thread size. Therefore for an M24 thread like the hoist rings, a 24 mm diameter will be selected. 

This geometry can then be imported into the Workbench environment. After entering the Mechanical 

environment, the body surfaces must be constrained. The outer cylindrical surface of the bolt must be 

constrained with a Frictional Surface Constraint to the inner cylindrical surface of the hole. To achieve 

this the bolt or body with the threaded hole can be temporarily hid in the geometry menu by accessing 

the context menu and selecting “Hide body” in order to view said surfaces. Once the frictional surface 

is constrained the Geometric Modification tab should be selected on in the Contacts menu (Sciuccati, 

2015).  

Next the drop down menu under Contact Geometry Correction should be changed to Bolt Thread. This 

in turn will open a new drop down list where the mean pitch diameter, pitch distance, thread angle, 

thread type and thread direction can be inputted as in Figure 5-13. 
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Figure 5-13. Geometric modification details for bolt thread simulation. 

 Once this step is complete the components are ready to be meshed. Allowing ANSYS to automatically 

generate the mesh will then generate the threads as a result of selecting the specialised contact. However 

to accurately simulate the threads the following modifications to the standard settings were completed. 

In the Mesh details menu a MultiZone method should be added and applied to the bolt shank. This help 

develop the detailed mesh for the cylindrical shape. Next a mesh sizing should be applied to both the 

shank and internal cylindrical face of the hole. Table 5-2 shows the following changes that should be 

made from standard and program controlled settings (Sciuccati, 2015): 

Table 5-2. Changes to Sizing Details for accurate Bolt Thread simulation in ANSYS. 

 Standard Setting Required Setting 

Use Advanced Size Function Off On curvature 

Relevance Center Coarse Medium 

Initial Size Seed Active Assembly Active Assembly 

Smoothing Medium Medium 

Transition Fast Slow 

Span Angle Center Coarse Medium 

 

A modification that greatly helps accuracy and more importantly achieving convergence is choosing a 

mesh element size that is one quarter the size of the pitch. This ensures that there are sufficient elements 

per thread. Failure to do achieve this critical element size could result in the solution diverging. 

To conduct this simulation for the hoist ring on the front of the main beam the existing main beam 

simulation could be utilised. The hoist ring uses an M24 thread with a 3 mm pitch. This would mean 

selecting a 0.75 mm mesh to achieve the required accuracy of the threads. With an element size as small 

as this, the number of elements generated in just the thread region would grow significantly. This 
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included with the remaining elements through the rest of the main beam would cause the computational 

time and required memory to increase immensely. To avoid this computationally expensive exercise a 

procedure known as sub-modelling was used.  

To utilise sub-modelling an initial model must be completed. Here the simulation for the main beam 

bending and weld was used. Next the Static Structural simulation for the initial model must be 

duplicated in the Workbench environment and a linked must be made to feed the Solution Function of 

the original model into the Setup function of the duplicated simulation as seen in Figure 5-14. 

 

Figure 5-14. Connecting ‘Solution’ to ‘Setup’ for Sub-modelling. 

Once the link is created the Design Modeller must be accessed in the new model. Here the geometry 

must be spliced in order to separate a portion of the detailed area of simulation from the rest of the 

component. Once this is complete the ANSYS Mechanical environment can be accessed. Here the 

component will now appear as two separate bodies. The body that is not of interest can be suppressed 

by accessing the Geometry menu and selecting Supress Body. Only the portion of the body that requires 

the detailed meshed will remain. The main beam was spliced to display just the top of the welded plate 

with the threaded bolt hole as seen in Figure 5-15. 
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Figure 5-15. Sliced portion of main beam with hoist bolt hole. 

After this step the results of the previous simulation were linked to the simplified portion by adding a 

Sub-modelling study in the Static Structural menu. Here an Import Cut Boundary Constraint was 

created. The face that the body was sliced on was selected for this constraint. By doing this the exact 

loads, deflection and strains of the original full model were applied to the plane in question as seen in 

Figure 5-16. This procedure ensured that all the necessary results of the full solution was carried over 

to the simplified body without the need of re-simulating the rest of the entire body (Sciuccati, 2015).  

 

Figure 5-16. Imported Cut Boundary Constraint to adopt full model solution for sub-modelling. 

After this the bolt hole was meshed using the proposed methods and settings. An element size of 3 mm 

was used for the entire volume while a contact sizing of 0.75 mm was used to satisfy the critical thread 

element size. The generated mesh can be seen in Figure 5-17. The fine mesh covered the entire surface 
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where contact was made with the hoist bolt, including the washer area on top. A noticeable trait is that 

the fine mesh stopped just before the bottom of the hole. This is due to the fact that the leading portion 

of the bolt is tapered and makes no contact with the threads of the hole, hence no additional detail was 

required in that region. 

 

Figure 5-17. Finer mesh required for accuracy of threaded hole. 

Since the entire model was a duplication of the previous full model simulation in Chapter 5.4, it was 

not necessary to remodel any of the other constraints or loads. Unnecessary constraints for the supressed 

geometry were also suppressed. The model was run and due to the fine mesh it required 22 iterations to 

converge. Figure 5-18 shows the induced stresses at the individual threads reaching a maximum of 

285.76 MPa. 

 

Figure 5-18. Thread Von Mises stresses of front hoist point hole. 
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From these various simulations the main beam assembly was successful in not exceeding the 355 MPa 

limit when experiencing loads with a safety factor of 2 and was therefore finalised.  

5.5 Trunnion shaft study 

The trunnion shaft is responsible for supporting the entire load of the sector, grabber and rotation head 

between two bearings and its mounting plate. In order to get an estimate of the dimensions the Trunnion 

Shaft Program was written to compute the bending stresses that the shaft would experience. This 

program is based directly on the bend stress calculation and force distribution diagram in Appendix A 

– 3.4.2.  

After initial results were obtained using the dimensions of the previous tooling shaft it became evident 

that the diameter would need to increase significantly for two reasons. The first reason was that the 

shaft would fail under bending, even if a strong shaft material like En 9(S) were to be utilised. En 9(S) 

has a yield point of 555 MPa and is readily available in both South Africa and Europe in diameters up 

to 250 mm. The second reason was that the bearings of that size would not withstand the forced exerted 

on the more highly loaded side. The Trunnion Shaft Program was then used to find the next suitable 

size going up in increments of standard bearings sizes. It was found that a shaft size of 100 mm would 

be sufficient for a bearing of that size to support the load, however the shaft was still slightly beyond 

the yield point at the bearing abutment. A trunnion shaft with a diameter of 100 mm would require a 

trunnion coupling of 250 mm. Since this was the largest size profile offered by standard suppliers, it 

was decided to optimise the shaft using stress relief methods as a larger size would be restricted by the 

trunnion coupling. 

A stress relief method investigated was the utilisation of stress relief grooves. These are strategically 

machined grooves of a various shape and size that causes force lines to move away from sharp bearing 

abutments.  

In order to determine the critical size, shape and position of such a groove on the trunnion shaft, it was 

decided to approach the problem in two separate ways. One approach was utilising the Trunnion Shaft 

Program and including the stress concentration factors as per the relevant graphs in Appendix E. The 

second approach was to conduct a series of FEAs where each model has the groove in different shapes 

and positions.  

Since the analytical approach would not have displayed the effect of changing the groove position, the 

FEA approach was carried out first. The analytical approach merely applies a factor to the stress 

calculation and therefore no detail regarding it position or interaction with other geometric features 

affect the result. 

Each model included features referred to by the symbols per Figure 5-19. 
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Figure 5-19. Trunnion shaft groove symbol diagram. 

 

The symbols are as follows: 

D – large shoulder diameter 

d – groove diameter 

a – axial distance from shoulder to centre of groove diameter   

r – radial distance from shaft axis to centre of groove diameter 

The results of various setups were as follows: 

 

 

r 

D 

a 

d 
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Table 5-3. Peak Von Mises stresses for different relief groove permutations. 

D (mm) d (mm) a (mm) r (mm) Peak Stress (MPa) 

20 (no groove) 0 0 0 599.23 

30 (no groove) 0 0 0 572.82 

30 8 7.5 55 786.34 

30 15 10 55 545.15 

30 6 10 50 612.85 

30 20 10 55 563.84 

30 15 10.5 62.5 496.75 

30 15 8 62.5 523.91 

30 15 15 62.5 511.36 

30 15 12 62.5 502.66 

30 15 12 67.5 509.48 

30 15 11.4 65 490.42 
 

Multiple simulations were conducted and Table 5-3 shows a selection of these simulations. The first 

parameter investigated was the effect of increasing the major radius of the shaft. When the radius was 

increased from 20 mm to 30 mm, the peak stress reduced by 26.41 MPa. The radius could not be 

increased any more than this as it would interfere with the holes that mount the shaft to the rotation 

head; there would not be a flat clamping area for the bolt. The next step was the inclusion of a relief 

groove. The first groove had a diameter of 8 mm. This caused the stress to increase significantly, hence 

a stress concentrator was developed instead of a relief groove. Next groove diameters of 15 mm, 6 mm, 

20 mm and 15 mm were chosen. The effect of these groove diameters were not proportional to their 

magnitude. A smaller groove diameter of 6 mm caused a peak stress significantly lower than the 8 mm 

diameter, yet still higher than the shaft without a groove. A groove diameter of 20 mm was then chosen 

and stress was reduced below the un-grooved shaft, hence this acted as a relief groove. An optimum 

groove diameter of 15 mm was found to offer the lowest peak stress at 545.15 MPa, 27.67 MPa below 

the un-grooved shaft. Once a suitable relief groove size was determined, the next step carried out was 

to find the optimum position of the groove on the shaft to obtain the most favourable peak stress. By 

altering the a and r values an optimum position was determined that offered a peak stress at only 490.42 

MPa, a full 82.4 MPa lower than the un-grooved shaft. Like the relief groove diameter, the a and r 

values did not display a linear relation to the peak stress. 

Figure 5-20 shows the stress distribution on the trunnion shaft with a maximum stress value of 490.42 

MPa at the centre of the groove. The optimum stress relief groove was therefore found to be a precise 

balance between the three dimensional parameters. Introducing a groove with too small a diameter 

resulted in a greater stress concentration being included. A diameter too large caused a similar scenario 
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as too much material was taken away. The best combination was found to be a groove with a 15 mm 

diameter at a distance of 65 mm away from the shaft axis. This ensured that the force flow lines were 

sufficiently deflected, but also that the groove was not too close to the force lines. After that it was 

found that moving the groove slightly away from the shoulder optimised the relief further. 

 

Figure 5-20. Stress experienced by trunnion shaft with stress relief groove. 

Once it was determined that the stress could be reduced significantly below the 555 MPa limit of the 

shaft material by using a particular diameter and position, the Trunnion Shaft Program was used to 

verify these results. The stress concentration factors, Kt, were obtained from the notch sensitivity tables 

in Appendix E and utilised in the Trunnion Shaft Program. Two separate methods were used to calculate 

the bend stress in the program. The first method calculated the moment term for the bend stress by using 

the reaction force exerted by the bearing and the second method used a summation of all the moments 

experienced by the shaft. The reason for using these two methods were to verify that the stress at the 

bearing with the highest reaction force corresponded to the moment about the bearing abutment. 

Appendix D - 3 shows the program with both methods indicated as well as chosen average Kt value of 

2.2. The analytical method displayed a final stress of 491.56 MPa. This was similar to the FEA result 

of 490.42 MPa and therefore the design for the trunnion shaft was finalised with these dimensions. The 

inclusion of a stress relief groove therefore caused a vast improvement over the shaft without a relief 

groove that peaked at 572.82 MPa. 

5.6 Hoisting and spatial consideration of final tooling 

An area of consideration when designing the overall tooling was adherence to spatial awareness to avoid 

interaction with any other part of the NSW assembly when installing sectors or spokes. As mentioned 

in the LS and SS grabber design details, the suggested allowance gap around any part of the grabber 
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envelope should be at least 30 mm. Figure 5-21 shows the gaps between the respective sector and its 

spoke. The SS grabber had a minimum clearance of 35.12 mm while the LS grabber had a 30.03 mm 

gap.   

 

Figure 5-21. Minimum SS grabber clearance (left) and LS grabber clearance (right) (Singh, 2015). 

The next spatial consideration was that of the overhead crane. The overhead 140 ton crane in Building 

191 at the Meyrin site of CERN comprises a large hoisting hook with a rectangular pulley box that 

moves with the hook. The tooling hoist point was designed at the correct dimension to ensure that this 

box would not come into contact with the protruding NSW hub when the bottom Small sectors are 

installed as this scenario would be the worst case. Figure 5-22 shows this scenario in a 3D model with 

sufficient clearance between the crane pulley box and the hub. 

 

Figure 5-22. Overhead crane clearance when installing Small sector (Singh, 2015). 
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5.7 Final design specifications 

Figure 5-23 shows the completed design for the NSW Installation Tooling with LS grabber attached. 

 

Figure 5-23. Full NSW Installation Tooling with LS grabber. 

All remaining stress and deflections calculations to determine the dimensions shown in Table 5-4 are 

shown in Appendix A, the Tooling Safety Document required by CERN to verify the legitimacy of the 

design. All manufacturing drawings for final design appear in Appendix C. 
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Table 5-4. Final NSW Installation Tooling design specifications. 

Component Description 

Total tooling weight (No grabbers or sectors) 2276 kg 

No. of CW slices 12 slices + 2 add-on slices 

CW slice material T690 steel alloy 

Motor selection (Model, power, max torque) WEG EPG 233 Type 14, 350 watt, 25 Nm 

Main beam length 3050 mm 

Main and Cross beam material S355 steel 

Hoist ring size M26 

Total tooling length (Grabber pin to motor) 4017.5 mm 

Beam linear guide type and length Thomson Linear 512 B, 2700 mm 

COG translator linear guide type and length Thomson Linear 512 D, 553.4 mm 

Hoist rope length 3000 mm 

Trunnion shaft material En 9(S) 

Trunnion bearing type  SNR NTN  

Grabber pin bolt M24 x 340 mm 
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Chapter: 6 Design evaluation and discussion 

6.1 Comparison of NSW Installation Tooling to Wisconsin Tooling 

The most significant change between the toolings is the relative counter weight mass compared to the 

sector mass. The Wisconsin Tooling had a maximum lifting capability of 400 kg which included the 

sector/chamber and grabber. Its counter weight had a mass of 1144 kg. This means that the counter 

weight mass is 2.86 times heavier than sector/chamber and grabber mass. Since the NSW Installation 

Tooling has a forward biased hoist point, the counter weight is only 1732 kg in order to support a 1450 

kg sector and a 280 kg grabber (combined mass of 1730 kg). The counter weight mass is therefore 

approximately a one to one ratio with the mass of the supported components. This therefore represents 

a significant improvement in the mass optimisation of the new tooling. Figure 6-1 shows a visual size 

comparison of the Wisconsin Tooling to the NSW Installation Tooling. It is evident that NSW 

Installation Tooling is more efficiently designed from a size perspective considering it is designed to 

handle a load by a factor of 4.325 times larger than the Wisconsin Tooling. 

 

 

Figure 6-1. Size comparison of Wisconsin Tooling (a) to NSW Installation Tooling (b) (Singh, 2015). 

(a) 

(b) 
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6.2 Specialised FEA procedures 

An area of research across all simulations for this dissertation was to implement the best procedure for 

efficient and accurate convergence of final results, especially for non-linear simulations. The most 

critical contributor to achieving convergence, or allowing initial configuration to be inside the radius of 

convergence, was found to be the application of the mesh. A general rule of thumb when trying to 

achieve convergence and faster computing times is utilising a large element size for the mesh while 

only sacrificing accuracy. This was found to not the case when working with non-linear simulations 

involving frictional surface constraints. Not constructing the mesh to meet small geometric features 

resulted in much longer periods for the solution to converge and often convergence was not achievable. 

It is however not feasible to mesh an entire component based on the smallest geometric feature mesh 

size so it was found that surface and feature mesh refinement was a valuable tool and significant effort 

was applied to implementing this in the best possible manner. 

The bolt thread simulation feature in ANSYS 15 has streamlined the process for achieving accurate 

results. Previously the bolt and threaded hole would need to be prepared in the CAD model which 

resulted in having to constrain a number of surfaces resulting in a computationally expensive and non-

linear simulation. Alternatively the simulation can be done without thread at the cost of accuracy. The 

inclusion of bolt thread simulation serves as a compromise between these two methods by offering a 

significantly high level of accuracy at an efficient solution run time. It is also more convenient as no 

separate CAD preparation of the threads are necessary.  

Weld simulations are often simplified due to the complex nature of a welded part and its make-up. With 

the geometry controls of ANSYS a detailed and accurate simulation is possible with the few steps 

utilised in this dissertation. The correct simulations of welds are essential in achieving optimal weld 

sizes for complex welds that cannot be achieved analytically or by weld tables. 

6.3 Manufacture of NSW Installation Tooling 

As mentioned, the NSW Installation Tooling will be manufactured in either South Africa at UKZN or 

in Europe at one of CERN’s local or contractual workshops. It was for this reason that special attention 

had to be given when selecting materials and components to ensure availability in both regions. Another 

consideration when developing the concepts was the need for simple manufacture and assembly. This 

would be necessary considering that if the tooling is manufactured in South Africa, it will be 

disassembled and shipped to CERN.  

All of the main tooling components bolt together with metric fasteners. Certain components require 

precision installation, such as the linear guides onto the rails. The manufacturing processes required to 

prepare the tooling for this assembly are made up of 4 different procedures. Laser cutting will be used 
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for all counter weight slices, hoist point end plates, brackets and rotating wheels. The trunnion shaft 

and coupling will be CNC turned. The main and cross beams as well as the fictional clamp disk will be 

welded together. The last of the procedures procedure will involve threads being cut into the hoist point 

end plates. Other minor components will be manufactured by common methods. 

6.4 Practical stress analysis 

A good point of comparison when confirming stresses and deflections of the tooling components was 

verifying the FEA result with an analytical calculation where ever possible. This ensured that the FEA 

model was set up accurately without incurring common problems such as over constraining a model, 

applying loads incorrectly and introducing artificial strength.  

The next step to fully confirm the stresses of the tooling components would be to conduct practical 

stress analyses on the manufactured tooling. The complication with carrying out conventional stress 

tests is that components are normally loaded till failure occurs to achieve an accurate confirmation of 

limits. Other conventional non-destructive methods also do not provide accurate stress results and are 

mainly used to confirm deflections. Usually a component is strain-gauged at various critical locations 

and these are compared to the model in the elastic range. A good form of analysis to carry out on the 

manufactured tooling would therefore be photostress analysis. Photostress analysis consists of spraying 

the component with a coating that allows a specialised detection unit to monitor displacements and 

strains. These strains can be used to directly calculate the resulting stresses by applying the material 

properties (Dantec Dynamics, 2013).  

6.5 Refinement of flexible analysis programs 

A principle objective of this thesis, aside from the NSW Installation Tooling design, was achieving a 

flexible design strategy for large scale projects with volatile requirements. A significant aspect in the 

design methodology in achieving this was implementing simple Matlab programs so that analytical 

calculations for component dimension and balance were achieved immediately.  

These programs proved to be critical with regards to find suitable tooling balance and determining 

component dimensions. The programs were only coded to find stress and deflection for one critical 

portion of the components. The programs could be refined and made to include other aspects, thus 

optimising their effect. The aim would be to use only the programs through the entire design period and 

only require only a few final FEAs to be conducted before manufacture, without having to repeat the 

analysis numerous times. Programs can be further improved by including look-up tables for stress 

concentrations and include if conditions to display any parameter that is exceeded. 

Another improvement would be to instead code the program in C++ or Java instead of Matlab. This 

would allow a GUI where inputs can be updated in a more user friendly manner. This would also offer 
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more complex aspects of the flexible design feedback loops to be coded in a more widely understood 

language. Essentially the restrictions of Matlab could be avoided completely. 

6.6 Final tooling certification 

Since the NSW Installation Tooling will be operated in Switzerland, the final requirement would be the 

CE safety certification. The involves testing the equipment at 1.5 times the normal load after which the 

tooling can be stamped with the official CE logo and CE maximum operating weight. This test will be 

conducted at the CERN premises in Meyrin and will require the necessary safety documents, FEA 

results and the presence of the author as the design engineer.  

6.7 Trunnion shaft study findings 

A significant finding during the dissertation was the outcome of the stress relief groove effect on the 

trunnion shaft in Chapter 5.5. The final groove implemented decreased the stress experienced at the 

shoulder by 82.4 MPa. This represented a 14.38% reduction in stress. The study showed the significant 

effect of such a groove. 

A further area of optimising the groove would be to observe the effect of different groove shapes instead 

of only constant diameter grooves. Another area of research could investigate the introduction of 

multiple grooves along the shaft shoulder. The ideal method for going about this research would be to 

improve the stress program instead of repeating numerous FEAs. The comparison between FEA and 

analytical results verified the validity of the FEA calculation. A significant way that the program might 

be improved is mapping the stress concentration notch sensitivity graphs. This could either be done by 

introducing lookup tables in the code or inputting the actual graphs for Matlab to interpolate.  

Once the tooling components are completed, a final practical analysis using photostress can be used to 

offer a second method of validation for the FEA result. The results from such strain-gauge testing would 

also validate the program. 
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Chapter: 7 Conclusion 

The NSW Installation Tooling is a significant improvement over the previous Wisconsin Tooling. It 

adheres to all functional requirements. This was achieved by specifically addressing the issues that 

restricted the Wisconsin Tooling from meeting the functional requirements and also by improving its 

user friendliness. The largest contributor to user efficiency is the use of a moving counter weight 

carriage. The implementation of this simplified the intended installation process, the time taken and the 

mechanical stresses experienced by the linear guides. The decision to opt for a stationary hoist point 

and moving counter weight carriage allowed for the principle of operation to be changed. Operation of 

the tooling requires just one operator and therefore also decreases the necessary man power and need 

for precise synchronisation.  

The specialised grabbers designed for the LS and SS both ensured that the internal stress limit of the 

spacer frame was not exceeded. The grabber was also optimised and modified based on outcomes of 

the FEA to ensure its structural integrity during operation. In addition the design allowed for removable 

grabber mounts on the spacer frame meaning all magnetic effects could be ignored.   

The study of the stress relief grooves on the trunnion shaft resulted in significant optimisations in the 

shaft design. The analytical calculation aspect of the Trunnion Shaft Program was used to validate the 

FEA result, showing the benefit and opportunity for optimal design by using only simply coded 

programs. 

The utilisation of dimension-adjustable CAD models and stress-deflection/balance programs lead to 

achieving flexible and efficient design for the regular change in functional requirements that occurs in 

the CERN design environment. The design methodology developed allowed for efficient generation 

and finalisation of concepts even when functional requirements were changed throughout the process. 

The work provides a suitable design for the NSW Installation Tooling for manufacture and use in 2017, 

a flexible design and simulation methodology and significant results in the utilisation of stress relief 

grooves. 
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Mechanical calculations and simulations for 

the New Small Wheel Sector and Foot spoke 

Installation Tooling and Grabbers for assembly 

of the New Small Wheel in Building 191 

1. Summary 
The following document covers the relevant safety calculations for the NSW sector and foot 

spoke installation tooling and respective grabbers. It deals specifically with the critical 

components of the tooling and describes the various assumptions, factors and analytical 

procedures conducted in order to conform to the relevant Eurocode and accompanying 

standards. 

2. Document Introduction 
The mechanical integrity of the NSW sector and foot installation tooling is vital for the design 

to be of any value. In order to maintain the required integrity and safety margin, the Euro code 

has been satisfied for all tooling components. Since steel is the material used in all stressed 

parts of the tooling, Eurocode 3 has to be consulted; European Standard EN 1993-1-1. In 

addition to the Eurocode, the standards of BS EN 13155:2003+A2 will be complied with 

specifically for Cranes-Safety-Non-fixed load lifting attachments. The specific requirement 

that has been addressed from the document is from chapter 5 for Safety requirements and/or 

measures where under point 5.1.1.1 it states, “the attachment shall be designed to withstand a 

static load of two times the working load limit without permanent deformation.” In order to 

satisfy this requirement, all forces and masses are first multiplied by a factor of 2 before stress 

calculations are done. In this way the maximum stress needs only to fall below the yield stress 

of the material to be in accordance with the safety requirements. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Prepared by: Shuvay SINGH 
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3. Installation tooling descriptions and calculations 
 

a. Large Sector Grabber 

i. Description 

The Large Sector Grabber will attach to the Large Sector to position and orientate during NSW 

assembly. The LS Grabber is to be made of a combination of 100 x 100 x 5 mm square steel 

profiles and 100 x 50 x 5 mm rectangular steel profiles. These profiles are cut and welded to 

realise the shape below. Separate grabber arms are bolted onto the main grabber frame to offer 

the connection point to the large sector. The material intended to be used is S355 which yields 

at 355 MPa and has a modulus of elasticity of 210 GPa. S355 also has a UTS of 470 MPa. The 

Large Sector grabber is a trapezoidal shape that has 4 protruding arms as seen below. 

 

Figure 2 - Large Sector Grabber 

ii. Calculations 

Forces on Grabber pins: 

Assume worst case scenario; sector is orientated to horizontal position where forces on 

grabber pins are highest due to dissimilar positions away from centre of gravity of the sector. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 1450 kg = 14224.5 N  

𝑅1 𝑅2 

625 mm 436 mm 
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with SF of 2, 𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 28449 N 

 

𝑅1 + 𝑅2 = 28449 N   ∴  𝑅2 = 28449 - 𝑅1 

Σ𝑅1
= 0  ∴ -𝑊𝐿𝑆 (0.625) + 𝑅2 (0.625 + 0.436) = 0 

     -(28449)(0.625) + (28449 - 𝑅1)(0.625 + 0.436) = 0 

∴ 𝑅1 = 11690.64 N,  so for each pin: 
𝑅1

2
 = 

11690.64

2
 = 5845.32 N, say  𝑅1 = 5900 N 

∴ 𝑅2 = 16758.36 N,  so for each pin: 
𝑅2

2
 = 

16758.36

2
 = 8379.18 N, say 𝑅2 = 8400 N 

 

 

Grabber pin shear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

τ = 
𝐹𝑠

𝐴
 ×  

4

3
 = 

𝐹𝑠

𝜋 𝑥 𝑑2

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 

8400

𝜋 𝑥 0.0212

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 32.34 MPa 

32.34 MPa ≤ 205 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

Grabber arm round profile bending: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 
32 𝑥 (8400 𝑥 0.232)+0.06

𝜋 𝑥 (0.063− 0.0243)
 = 94.31 MPa 

8400 N 

Ø21 mm  

8400 N 
OD = Ø 60 mm 

ID = d = Ø 24 

mm 
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94.31 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

𝛿 = 
1

3
 
𝐹𝑙3

𝐸𝐼
 = 

1

3
 

𝐹𝑙3

𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
1

3
 

4200 𝑥 0.2323

206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.064− 0.0244)

64

 = 0.14 mm 

𝛼 = 
𝐹𝑙2

2𝐸𝐼
 = 

𝐹𝑙2

2 𝑥 𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
4200 𝑥 0.2322

2 𝑥 206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.064− 0.0244)

64

 = 0.885 m rad = 0.051 ° 

The deflection is of great concern as the grabber arms connect directly to the sector. This 

deflection translates to stress on the actual spacer frame when the spacer frame is taken into 

account. It is therefore vital that this value be small. See FEA which shows the stresses induced 

in the spacer frame when it is taken into account. 

 

Assume all bending force applied to 4 vertical uprights. 

Therefore 
28449

4
= 7112.25 𝑁  say 7200 N 

 

Frame bending: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

2 𝑥 7200 𝑥 0.342 𝑥 0.05

8 𝑥 158.19/1004  = 19.46 MPa 

19.46 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

2 𝑥 8400 𝑥 0.342 𝑥 0.05

2 𝑥 271/1004  = 53 MPa 

Rectangular cross section: 100 x 50 x 5 mm 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 158.19 𝑐𝑚4 

y 

x 

Square cross section: 100 x 50 x 5 mm 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 271 𝑐𝑚4 

y 

x 
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53 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

iii. FEA 

The FEA below shows the stresses induced when applying 2 times the force induced by the 

weight of the large sector on the large sector grabber frame. The frame is fixed to ground at the 

tool interface holes and the force is applied to the spacer frame. The stresses peak at 205.21 

MPa at the point where the grabber arms edge touches the grabber frame gusset plate. This 

value of 205.21 MPa is below the yield point of S355 steel and therefore the Eurocode is 

satisfied and the design is compliant. 

 

Figure 3 - FEA of LS Grabber Frame with Spacer Frame attached 

This FEA shows the stresses induced on the spacer frame when it is attached to the grabber as 

a result of the deflection of the grabber arms. The FEA also included the force multiplied by a 

factor of 2 to comply with the required Eurocode and peaks at 43.38 MPa at the grabber point 

interfaces. This value is comfortably below the yield point of 240 MPa for 6082-T6 aluminium 

and therefore the design is compliant. 
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Figure 4 - Stresses induced on Spacer Frame as a result of Grabber arm deflection 

The grabber arms seen below experienced 227.1 MPa at the point where its edge touches the 

grabber frame gusset plate. This again is below the yield point of 355 MPa of S355 steel. The 

design is therefore compliant. 

 

Figure 5 - Grabber arm bracket stresses during loading 
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b. Small Sector Grabber 

i. Description 

The Small Sector Grabber serves the same purpose as the LS Grabber except that it is optimized 

for the dimensions and weight of the Small Sector. It uses the same profiles as the LS Grabber 

made of S355 steel. This geometry conforms to the available grabbing points on the assembled 

small sector as seen below. 

 

 

ii. Calculations 

Forces on Grabber pins: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑊𝑆𝑆 = 1100 kg = 10791 N 

with SF of 2, 𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 21582 N 

 

𝑅1 + 𝑅2 = 21582 N   ∴  𝑅2 = 21582 - 𝑅1 

Σ𝑅1
= 0  ∴ -𝑊𝑆𝑆 (0.964) + 𝑅2 (0.964 + 1.296) = 0 

     -(21582)(0.964) + (21582 - 𝑅1)(0.964 + 1.296) = 0 

𝑅1 𝑅2 

964 mm 1296 mm 
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∴ 𝑅1 = 12376.23 N,  so for each pin: 
𝑅1

2
 = 

12376.23

2
 = 6188.12 N, say  𝑅1 = 6200 N 

∴ 𝑅2 = 9205.77 N,  so for each pin: 
𝑅2

2
 = 

9205.77

2
 = 4602.89 N,   say 𝑅2 = 4650 N 

 

Grabber pin shear: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

τ = 
𝐹𝑠

𝐴
 ×  

4

3
 = 

𝐹𝑠

𝜋 𝑥 𝑑2

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 

6200

𝜋 𝑥 0.0212

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 23.87 MPa 

23.87 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

Grabber arm round profile bending:  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 
32 𝑥 (6200 𝑥 0.232)+0.06

𝜋 𝑥 (0.063− 0.0243)
 = 69.61 MPa 

69.61 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

𝛿 = 
1

3
 
𝐹𝑙3

𝐸𝐼
 = 

1

3
 

𝐹𝑙3

𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
1

3
 

3100 𝑥 0.2323

206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.064− 0.0244)

64

 = 0.1 mm 

𝛼 = 
𝐹𝑙2

2𝐸𝐼
 = 

𝐹𝑙2

2 𝑥 𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
3100 𝑥 0.2322

2 𝑥 206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.064− 0.0244)

64

 = 0.653 m rad = 0.037 ° 

6200 N 

Ø21 mm  

6200 N 
OD = Ø 60 mm 

ID = d = Ø 24 

mm 

232 mm 
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Assume all bending force applied to 4 vertical uprights. 

Therefore 
21582

4
= 5395.5 𝑁  say 5400 N 

 

 

Frame bending: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

2 𝑥 5400 𝑥 0.342 𝑥 0.05

4 𝑥 158.19/1004  = 29.19 MPa 

29.19 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

2 𝑥 6200 𝑥 0.342 𝑥 0.05

2 𝑥 271/1004  = 39.12 MPa 

39.12 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

 

iii. FEA 

The FEA for the Small Sector Grabber was conducted using the weight of the Small Sector 

multiplied by 2 to conform to the relevant Eurocode. Unlike the LS grabber, this simulation 

Rectangular cross section: 100 x 50 x 5 mm 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 158.19 𝑐𝑚4 

y 

x 

Square cross section: 100 x 50 x 5 mm 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 271 𝑐𝑚4 

y 

x 
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had individual forces applied to each grabber arm to determine the induced stresses under this 

worst case scenario. The stresses rose to 313.07 MPa at the weld between the centre interface 

plate and the main frame uprights. This is below the yield point of S355 steel and therefore the 

design is compliant. 

 

Figure 6 - FEA of Small Sector Grabber with forces applied on individual arms 

c. Foot Spoke Grabber 

i. Description 

The Foot Spoke Grabber is designed to pick up and position both left and right Foot Spokes of 

the NSW. It is made up of 100 x 100 x 5 mm square and 100 x 50 x 5 mm rectangular S355 

steel profiles. The interface points are made up of 60 mm diameter rods that are welded to the 

main grabber frame. The tool interface plate has two separate connection positions to account 

for the different centre of gravities of the left and right foot spoke as seen below. 
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Figure 7 - Foot Spoke Grabber designed for left and right Foot Spokes 

ii. Calculations 
 

τ = 
𝐹𝑠

𝐴
 ×  

4

3
= 

𝐹𝑠

𝜋 𝑥 𝑑2

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 

5000

𝜋 𝑥 0.062

4

 × 
4

3
 = 2.36 MPa 

𝜎𝑏 = 
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 
32 𝑥 (5000 𝑥 0.15)

𝜋 𝑥 (0.063)
 = 35.37 MPa 

35.37 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

𝛿 = 
1

3
 
𝐹𝑙3

𝐸𝐼
 = 

1

3
 

𝐹𝑙3

𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
1

3
 

2500 𝑥 0.153

206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.064)

64

 = 0.022 mm 

iii. FEA 

The peak stresses of the foot spoke grabber occurred at the interface holes where the grabber 

connects to the tool. The simulation as seen below was done at the 45° angle of the foot spoke 

when installed. As proved in the analytical calculations, the rest of the tooling experiences 

relatively low stresses due to the robust design. The peak stress is 170.8 MPa which is below 

the yield of 355 MPa and therefore the design is compliant. 
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Figure 8 - FEA of the Foot Spoke Grabber at installation angle 

d. Trunnion assembly 

i. Description 

The trunnion bearing assembly is made up of 3 main components; the trunnion shaft, the 

trunnion coupling and the trunnion bearings. The trunnion shaft and coupling are to be 

manufactured from high strength steel alloy, En9(S), with a yield point of 555 MPa. These 2 

parts are to be machined from solid rod profiles of 250 mm diameter. 

 

 

Figure 9 - Trunnion Assembly made up of Trunnion shaft, Trunnion coupling and Roller bearings 
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ii. Calculations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 1450 x 9.81 = 14224.5 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝐿𝑆 = 28449 N 

𝑊𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 280 x 9.81 = 2746.8 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 5493.6 N 

𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 30.5 x9.81 = 299.21 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 598.42 N 

𝑊𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 65 x 9.81 = 637.65 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 1275.3 N 

𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 25.5 x 9.81 = 250.16 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 500.32 N 

𝑊𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 118 x 9.81 = 1157.58 N, ∴ with SF of 2: 𝑊𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 2315.16 N 

 

Span distances 

𝑋𝐿𝑆 = 688 mm 

𝑋𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑟 = 346 mm 

𝑋𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑟 = 256 mm 

𝑋𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚 = 166 mm 

𝑋𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 76 mm 

𝑅𝐴 𝑅𝐵 

50.5 

mm 

25.5 

mm 90 mm 90 mm 

90 

mm 342 mm 

150 mm 

L
arg

e S
ecto
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b
er 
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B
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𝑋𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 = 25.5 mm 

𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 150 mm 

 

𝑅𝐴 + 𝑅𝐵 = 38631.8 N   ∴  𝑅𝐴 = 38631.8 - 𝑅𝐵 

Σ𝑅𝐴
= 0  ∴ 𝑊𝐿𝑆 (0.688) + 𝑊𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑏𝑏𝑒𝑟 (0.346) + 𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑒𝑟 (0.256) + 𝑊𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑚 (0.166) +𝑊𝑝𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑒 

(0.076) + 𝑊𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑒𝑙 (0.0255) + 𝑅𝐵 (0.15) = 0 

∴ 𝑅𝐵 = -146.24 kN (including SF = 2) 

∴ 𝑅𝐴 = 184.87 kN (including SF = 2) 

 

From graph showing stress concentration for bending case of a shaft with a shoulder fillet: 

𝐾𝑡 = 2.2 (largest between abutment fillet and relief groove) 

 

𝜎𝑏 = 𝐾𝑡
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 𝐾𝑡
32 𝑥 (𝑅𝑏 𝑥 𝑋𝑏𝑒𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔)

𝜋 𝑑3  = 2.2 x 
32 𝑥 (146.24 𝑥 103 𝑥 0.15)

𝜋 𝑥 0.13   = 491.56 MPa 

491.56 MPa ≤ 555 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

𝛿 = 
1

3
 
𝐹𝑙3

𝐸𝐼
 = 

1

3
 

𝐹𝑙3

𝐸 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 𝑑4

64

 = 
1

3
 

73.12 𝑥 103 𝑥 0.153

206 𝑥 109 𝑥 
𝜋 𝑥 (0.14)

64

 = 0.081 mm 

iii. FEA 

The trunnion shaft FEA was carried out by applying the torque induced by the various 

components as well as applying the related shear force. The safety factor of 2 was also 

introduced for these loads to analyse whether Eurocode compliance. The introduction of a relief 

groove as seen below dramatically decreased the peak stress of the trunnion shaft. The FEA 

result which peaked at 490.42 MPa matches very closely to the analytical result of 491.56 MPa. 

This confirms the accuracy of the FEA and both these stresses fall below the yield strength of 

555 MPa of En9(S). The trunnion design is therefore compliant with the relevant Eurocode. 
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Figure 10 - FEA showing peak stress experienced in optimised relief groove on the Trunnion shaft 

e. Main beam 

i. Description 

The Main beam of the tooling is made up of a 140 x 140 x 10 mm square steel tubing welded 

to a 50 mm thick steel plate for the trunnion interface. The main beam profile will also have 

holes drilled into the bottom and side faces for the linear guide and cross beam attachment 

respectively. 
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ii. Calculations 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Beam bending: 

 

𝐹𝐶𝑊 = 1732 x 9.81 = 16990.92 N, say 𝐹𝐶𝑊 = 17 kN 

∴ with SF of 2, 𝐹𝐶𝑊 = 34 kN 

 

For worst case scenario, assume cantilevered beam fixed at midpoint (cross beam hoist 

point). 

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

34 𝑥 103 𝑥 1.091 𝑥 0.07

 1312/1004
 = 197.91 MPa 

197.91 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

𝛿 = 
1

3
 
𝐹𝑎3

𝐸𝐼
 (1 + 

3

2

𝑏

𝑎
) = 

1

3
 

17 𝑥 103 𝑥 1.0913

206 𝑥 109 𝑥 1312/1004 (1 + 
3

2
 
0.409

1.091
)= 4.25 mm 

 

 

 

 

 

Square cross section: 140 x 140 x 10 mm 

𝐼𝑥𝑥 = 1312 𝑐𝑚4 

1500 mm 1091 mm 409 mm 

𝐹𝐶𝑊 

x 

y 
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Beam weld: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

t = 0.707 h 

𝐴𝑤 = 0.707 x 2 x h (b+d) = 0.707 x 2 x 0.01 x (0.14 + 0.14) = 3.9592 x 10−3 𝑚2 

𝜏∥ = 
𝐹

𝐴𝑤
  = 

38631.8

3.9592 𝑥 10−3  = 9.76 MPa 

I = 
𝑑2

6
 (3b + d) t = 

0.142

6
 x (3 x (0.14) + 0.14) x (0.707 x 0.01) = 1.2935 x 10−5 𝑚4   

𝜎𝑏 = 
𝑀𝑦

𝐼
 = 

22000 𝑥 𝑑/2

 1.2935 𝑥 10−5 = 
22000 𝑥 0.07

 1.2935 𝑥 10−5 = 119.06 MPa 

𝜎 = √𝜎𝑏
2 + 3(𝜏∥

2 + 𝜏⊥
2  ) = √(119.06 𝑥 106)2 + 3((9.76 𝑥 106)2) + 0) = 120.3 MPa 

To satisfy Eurocode; 𝜎 = √𝜎𝑏
2 + 3(𝜏∥

2 + 𝜏⊥
2  ) ≤ 

 𝑓𝑢

𝛽𝑤 𝛾𝑀𝑤
 = 470 MPa   as fu is UTS 

For steel:  𝛽𝑤 = 0.8 

  𝛾𝑀𝑤 = 1.25 

∴ 𝜎 ≤ 
470 𝑥 106

0.8 𝑥 1.25
 = 470 MPa (Using a one to one weld filler material) 

120.3 MPa ≤ 470 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

b 

d 

h 
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f. Toggle clamp and safety pins 

i. Description 

The rotation wheel uses two main locking mechanisms to prevent grabber from rotating when 

correct angle is obtained. These two mechanisms comprises the toggle clamp and safety pins. 

The toggle clamps specifically have to comply with point 5.2.7.1 which states, “The holding 

force of clamps holding by friction to prevent the load from slipping shall be at least 2 times 

the working load limit.” 
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ii. Calculations 

 

Toggle clamps: 

Worst case scenario; translate LS 100 mm horizontally and vertically 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

𝑀𝑡 = (1450 + 280) x 9.81 x 0.142  

      = 2409.92 Nm 

      with SF of 2, 𝑀𝑡= 4819.85 Nm 

 

So force required at each clamp: 
𝑀𝑡

𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑥 𝑁𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑙𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑠
 = 

4819.85

0.54 𝑥 3
 = 2975.22 N 

So to calculate the clamp force required, frictional grip needs to be considered. 

𝐹

𝑁
 = 𝜇 (stainless steel on neoprene) 

∴ N = 
𝐹

𝜇
 = 

2975.22

1.3
 = 2288.63 N (oily/greasy surface) 

∴ N = 
𝐹

𝜇
 = 

2975.22

2.2
 = 1352.37 N (dry surface) 

Safety pins: 

From previous, force required at each pin: 
𝑀𝑡

𝑝𝑖𝑛 𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑢𝑠 𝑥 𝑁𝑜.𝑜𝑓 𝑝𝑖𝑛𝑠
 = 

4819.85

0.444 𝑥 4
 = 2713.88 N 

100 mm 
1

0
0

 m
m

 

5
4
0
 m

m
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τ = 
𝐹𝑠

𝐴
 ×  

4

3
= 

𝐹𝑠

𝜋 𝑥 𝑑2

4

 ×  
4

3
 = 

2713.88

𝜋 𝑥 0.012

4

 × 
4

3
 = 46.07 MPa 

𝜎𝑏 = 
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 
32 𝑥 (2713.88 𝑥 0.039)+0.02

𝜋 𝑥 (0.023−0.013)
 = 143.74 MPa  bending of pin collar 

143.74 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

𝜎𝑏 = 
32𝑀

𝜋 𝑑3 = 
32 𝑥 (2713.88 𝑥 0.007)

𝜋 𝑥(0.013)
 = 193.50 MPa  bending of safety pin 

193.50 MPa ≤ 355 MPa 

∴ Design is compliant 

 

4. Conclusions 
The critical components of the NSW Installation Tooling all comply with the relevant Eurocode 

static load compliances of two times the working limit of EN 1993-1-1 and BS EN 

13155:2003+A2. This serves to prove that the tooling design is safe to use for all required 

functional actions for the installation of the various sectors and spokes.  
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Appendix B 

 

Catalogue Components 
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Appendix C 

   

Manufacturing Drawings 
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1. Counter Weight Assembly 

1-1. Counter Weight Slice 

1-2. Counter Weight Add-on Slice 

1-3. Counter Weight Beam 

1-4. Counter Weight Bottom Bracket 

1-5. Counter Weight Top Bracket 

1-6. Counter Weight Top Drive Bracket 
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2. Main Beam Assembly 

2-1. Main Beam 

2-2. Cross Beam 

2-3. Cross Beam Bracket 

2-4. Ball Screw Mount 

2-5. Motor Mount 

2-6. Linear Guide Rail Clamping Bar 
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3. Rotation Head Assembly 

3-1. Trunnion Coupling 

3-2. Trunnion Shaft 

3-3. Non-Rotating Wheel 

3-4. Rotating Wheel 

3-5. Toggle Clamp Bracket 

3-6. Rail Toolside Plate 

3-7. Guide Carrying Plate 

3-8. Grabber Adapter Plate 
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4 a. LS Grabber Assembly 

4 b. SS Grabber Assembly 

4-1. LS Grabber Frame 

4-2. LS Upper Gusset Plate 

4-3. LS Upper Gusset Plate Double 

4-4. LS Lower Gusset Plate 

4-5. SS Grabber Frame 

4-6. SS Upper Gusset Plate 

4-7. SS Lower Gusset Plate 

4-8. T-Joint Gusset Plate 

4-9. Grabber Interface Gusset Plate 

4-10. Grabber Arm 

4-11. Foot Spoke Grabber 
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5. Full NSW Installation Tooling 
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Appendix D 

  

Matlab programs 
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1. Main Beam Deflection and Stress Program: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

length = 3; 
F = 1700*9.81; 
a = 1.194; 
b = 0.306; 
E = 200*10^9; 
I = 1312/(100^4); 

 
delta = ((F*a^3)*(1+(3/2)*(b/a)))/(3*E*I); 
delta 

 
y = 0.06; 
M = F*a; 
StressBending = 2*((M*0.07)/I)/10^6; 
StressBending 
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2. Tooling Balance Program: 

 

  

xf = 0.75; 
xsector = 0.357; 
xgrabber = 0.245+0.05;  
xwheel = 0.153; 
xbearing = 0.146; 

  
Wsector = 1450; 
Wgrabber = 240; 
Wwheel = 273; 

  
MomentLS = Wsector*9.81*(xsector+xgrabber+xwheel+xbearing+xf); 
MomentGR = Wgrabber*9.81*(xgrabber+xwheel+xbearing+xf); 
MomentWheel = Wwheel*9.81*(xwheel+xbearing+xf); 
MomentBeam = (57+9.75)*9.81*(0.75+xf); 
MomentMotor = 25*9.81*(1.5+xf); 
MomentCounterbeam = 26*9.81*(xf); 
Ftot = MomentLS + MomentGR + MomentWheel - MomentBeam - MomentMotor - 

MomentCounterbeam; 
Fcw = (1732)*9.81; 
x = Ftot/Fcw; 
x  
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3. Trunnion Shaft Program 

 

  

WLS = 1450*9.81; 
Wgrabber = 280*9.81; 
Wadapter = 30.5*9.81; 
Wworm = 65*9.81; 
Wplate = 25.5*9.81; 
Wwheel = 118*9.81; 

  
XLS = 0.342; 
Xgrabber = 0.09; 
Xadapter = 0.09; 
Xworm = 0.09; 
Xplate = 0.0505; 
Xwheel = 0.0255; 
Xbearing = 0.15; 

  
SpanLS = XLS + Xgrabber + Xadapter + Xworm + Xplate + Xwheel; 
SpanGrabber = SpanLS - XLS; 
SpanAdapter = SpanGrabber - Xgrabber; 
SpanWorm = SpanAdapter - Xadapter; 
SpanPlate = SpanWorm - Xworm; 
SpanWheel = SpanPlate - Xplate; 
Dshaft = 0.1; 
Kt = 2.2; 

  
Rb = 

((WLS*(SpanLS)+Wgrabber*(SpanGrabber)+Wadapter*(SpanAdapter)+Wworm*(SpanWorm)+Wplate*(SpanPlate)+W

wheel*(SpanWheel))/(-Xbearing))*-1; 
Ra = (WLS*(SpanLS+Xbearing)+ 

Wgrabber*(SpanGrabber+Xbearing)+Wadapter*(SpanAdapter+Xbearing)+Wworm*(SpanWorm+Xbearing)+Wplate*(

SpanPlate+Xbearing)+Wwheel*(SpanWheel+Xbearing))/Xbearing; 

  
DRa = 2*Ra; 
DRb = 2*Rb; 
BendStress = Kt*((32*(DRb*Xbearing))/(pi*(Dshaft)^3))/10^6 ; 
BendStress2 = 

Kt*((32*2*((WLS*(SpanLS)+Wgrabber*(SpanGrabber)+Wadapter*(SpanAdapter)+Wworm*(SpanWorm)+Wplate*(Sp

anPlate)+Wwheel*(SpanWheel))))/(pi*(Dshaft)^3))/10^6 ; 
I = (pi*(Dshaft)^4)/64; 
Deflection = (1/3)*(Rb*(Xbearing)^3)/(206*(10^9)*I); 

     
ReactionA = Ra/1000  
ReactionB = Rb/1000 
SFA = DRa/1000 
SFB = DRb/1000 
moment = 

2*(WLS*(SpanLS)+Wgrabber*(SpanGrabber)+Wadapter*(SpanAdapter)+Wworm*(SpanWorm)+Wplate*(SpanPlate)+

Wwheel*(SpanWheel)); 
moment 
BendStress  
BendStress2  
Deflection 

  
if(Deflection < 0.001) 
    disp('ok') 
end     
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Appendix E 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Stress Concentration 

Factors 
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Stress concentration factors for shafts under axial, torsional and moment load 

 


